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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

BaCkground

The Gergia.Department of Edutation (GDE) has stated that the goal of the
Consumer and Homemaking Education peograms is the improvement of the quality
of life of each individual. Althpugh the Consumer and Homemaking Education
curriculum has.evolved over a 'period of,time, it is the concern of Georgia
educators that societal changes during the past two,decade's--including the
increased number of women in the work force, the assumption of multiple roles
by both meh and women, technical advances, econ6mic fluctuatiori, and environ-
mental concerns--necessitate reexamination of the curriculum in order to ensurethat these changes have been accommodated.

Six essential skill areas, contained in -the six Georgia curriculum modules,are currently the focus of, the Georgia Consumer and Homemaking Education
program. These skill areas are, matched to specific curriculum modules, as
follows: .

(1) providing for personal and family development, and for establishing
satisfying personal/family relationships:. the Family Living/ ,

Parenthood Education module,

(2) caring for children: the Child Developmentmodule,

(3) providing nutritious food for one's self and onel,s family: the
Foods and Nutrition module,

p(4) providing and caring for personal and family clothing: the Clothing
and Textile module,

(5) selecting And maintaining housing,for one'v's self and one's fadily:
the Housing, Furnishing, and Management module, and

(6) managing financial and other resources: the Personal Finance/
Consumer Education module.

Although the curriculum appears to meet the needs of its students in the above
six skill areas, the Department is concerned,that no quantitative evidence
exists to support this opinipn. In order to determine the effectiveness of

.Georgia's consumer and homemaking education prdgrams, the Georgia Department
of Education's Office 'of Vocational Education initiated a survey project to
gather infoimation throughout the state from a sample of high school graduates.
National Evaluation 'Systems, Inc. (NES) was the contract research agency
responsible for' the design, admThisthtion, and data analysis' of the survey

, project.

41.
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Purpose

The. overall purpose of this study wa's to determine the effectiweness of the

consumer and homemaking education programs in Georgialt comprehensive high

schools. More specifically, the-primary goals 1 the study were to;

A

(1) determine the effectiveness of Georpa's comprehensive high schools'
Consumer and Homemaking Education programs in providing competence
in-the six essential consumer and homemaking skill areas;

(2) determine those consumer and homemaking competencies which former
students who have participated in programs believe should be added,
emphasized, or deleted from the curriculum; and

(3) develop An evaluation model which can be used by existing staff to
monitor program effectiveness and identify needed improvements in
tire future.

Use of'Results

The results of the two questionnaires developed for this' project were used to 4
generate recommendations regarding the current consUmer and homemaking educa-
tion cul7riculum to ensure that the state's goa4s to provide competence in the
six sktll areas are met. This study is also intended to peovide all other
interested citizens in Georgia, with information*regarding the effectivenest
of the consumer and homemaking education program.

11.
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CHAPTER 2

STUDY DESIGN

jntroduction

On October 23, 1981, a meeting between staff of NES and GDE was hel.d at NES to
review the project activities, timeline, and work plan as presented in a draft
planning document.' Based on the discussion during this meeting, the Planning
Ddcument ifas revised to include suggestions for modificat4ons in the admini-
stration procedures for this project. This section-of the xeport describes
the procedure's used in conducting this sUrverproject. Major project actiyi-
ties included.: .

development of the survey instruments,

identification of the respondent .groups,

o- design and impeptatip of the sampling procedures,

data collection procedures,

data aglysis, and

intervetation and presentation of the results.

Development of the Survey Instruments

In order to obtain the deirtd information, GDE ,and NES jointly decided that
the best approach would be-t(3 utijize two data collection instruments which
included:

(1) a mail questionnaire which was to be distributed to ail sampled
individuals, and

(2) a tejephohe interview which was to be administered to a sample of
the mail questionnaire.non-respondents.

The first,sttp in developing tfie instruments was the specification of the
objectives related to'the areas o interest to be addressed by the survey.
The initial list of objectives was prepared by NES and project consultants.
This draft list was then sent to GDE 4n0 a Georgia Advisory Panel for review
as to the appropriateness and completkess of the objectives. Based on the
recommendations of theAdvisory Panel and' GDE, the list of objectives was
finalized. A list of these objectives may be found in Appendix A.

4.1,)
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'The.finalized list of objectives served as th.e basis for question development.
Questtons for the mail survey instrument were developed by Nn staff and
project consultants, reviewed by the Advisory Panel and GDE, and revised by
NES according to recommendations made by the Advisory Panel and GDE.

After the iaitia) mail survey instrument had been approved by GDE, it became
the basis for developing the telephoe interview schedule. Although the two
instruments remained very similar in content, the revisions made to the mail
survey instrument in developing the telephone survey instrUment customized
that instrument to accommodatetelephone interviewing. Both instruments were
then field tested. The mail survey instrument was sent to 30 individuals. An
additional 20 'respondents were interviewed using the telephone survey instru-
ment. Field test participants were asked to answer the survey questions and
then make judgmental comments regarding the clarity, length, and ease of
completing the survey. Minor revisions were made to the instrumnts based on
the field test results, an& final copies of the instruments were produced in
accordance with GDE's approval.

A variety of types of questions were included in the survey instruments such
as questions requiring multiple-choice respoates, rating responses, and open-
ended responses. Copies of the final survey instruments may be found in
Appendix B.

, Identification and Sampling of Respondent Groupt

The popdlatinn targeted for the skirvey included all Georgia comprefiensive high
school graduates from the years 1978 and 1979 who had participated in at least
one "consumer and homemaking education course during high school.* A-sampling
plan was submitted to the Department,for 'review and approval prior to actual
sampling. A two-stage stratified sampling design_ was used to select a random
sample of respondents. The two straification variables included:

(1) year of 'graduation: 1978 or 1979, and
-,.

(2) educational region of the state 'as delineated by the Department of
Education: Albany, Athens, Marietta, and WayCross.

4

In order to ensure adequate representation in each of the stratificAion
categories after attrition, it was decided that a proportional sample of 2,000,
participants should be' sampled to obtain approximately 1,000 respondents as

, iadicated in the chart on the following page.

* Note: It was the.Department's' intention to survey only those students who
had 'participated in the consumer ancliomemaking education curriculum

to obtain information about student's perceptions of the curriculum,
not to conduct a comparative studp to detect the effects of the
curriculum on participants versus non-participants. .
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Region 1 Region 2 'Region 3

\
Region 4 Total

1978 500 150 200
. 150 1,000

1979 500 150. 200 150 /1,000

TOTAL 1,000 300 400 ' 300 2,000

Information regarding the names of the 1978 and 1979 comprehensive high schoo4
graduates who had enrolled in at least one course in the consumer and home-
making education program was not on file at the Departnent. Therefore, in
order to identify these former students, between January 1.and 14, .1982, NES
prepared, subject to Department appro.41, and forwarded ,correspondence to
Superintendents, Principals, 'Vocational, Supervisors of Comprehensive High
Schools, and Local Directors of Vocational Education informing them of the
project, requesting their support of Aur effort, and advising them of NES'
intention to contacf home economics educatorsNto4obtain lists of the 1978 and
1979 graduates who were enrolled in CHE courseSt During this period, 'NES

forwarded personalized correspondence to home economics educators requesting
their assistance in compiling lists of names, addresses, and telephone numbers
6f 1978 and 1979 graduates who completed at least one CHE course in grades
9-12. Educators were instructed to call NES, collect, with questions regarding
this request, During the remainder of the month, NES maihtained field contact
with the local school systems to answer questions and provide assistance
regarding the simplest method for home economies educators to prepare these
lists.

The sampling design designated that, in order ensure a representative
sample, it would be necessary to obtain lists for' each graduation year (1978
and 1979) from apOroximately one-third (63) of the schools distributed across
the regions as follows:

Region 1: 23,

Region 2: 13,

Region 3:. 17, and
Region 4% 10

A total of 82 chools submitted listings for one or both years; 61 lists of
1978 graduates and 76 lists of 1979 gaduatev were obtained. The numbers of
lists obtained, according to region and year of graduation, are presented in
the chart on page .
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- . Region 1 Region 2 , Region 3 Region 4 , Total

1978 only ,3 - 0 , 3

_

0 6

1979bnly
,

9

,

,
. .

7 . 3,, '; .

.

21

1978 and
1979 ,i,'

.

19

.

, . 11 14
.

11

.

..?

.

"55

TOTAL 31 13 24 , 14 82

In order to implemeht the sampling plan; lists were separated into the eight
cells of the 5ampling frame accor'ding to regiorakand year of gr.aduation., ipe
number of sampled students needed in each cell was divided by the number of
school listings needed for that cell in order to determine the number of

students who were to be ,randomly sampled on each listing (see previous
tables). The actual number of students sampled according to the stratification
variables of region and year of graduation is presented in the chart below.

s Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 Region 4, Total

1978. 54 149 193 . 158 1,022

1979 495 155 . 217 .
,

152
.

,

1,017

TOTAL
-.

1,015
.

304

.

410

r

310 2,039.

1,3

)
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Data Collection Procedure

The distribution of survey materials began with an advance-notice' postcard
mailed on Mamila 8, '1982, to the 2,039 sampled, eligible individuals. This
proced,ure alend the sample to %the upc ming survey and provided a preliminary
check on the a6curacy Of the names and a dresses on the mailing :lists. A copy,
of the advance-notice postcard (and al data collection correspondencd) is
included in Appendix C. ,

. Based on the advance-notice postcard mail ng, it was determintd that 1,830-of
the 2039 advance notices had been deliver d. Approximately 2,weeks after the
advance-notice mailing, on March 26, 1982, a survey packet was mailed to the
1,830 individuals whose advance-nopce postcods were not returned as undeliv7
erabge.

This paCket included:
o

a coven letter.,

the questionnaire, and

a postage-paid return envelope.

.. In an attempt to ascertain the correct addresses for the students whose advance
notices were undeliverable, an additional Address Correction Form requesting
an address update for those students was included with the survey materials of
classmates whose advance noXices had been delivered. Survey participants were
asked to complete the questionnaire, as well as the Address Correction Form if
received, and return them to NES as soon as possible, but within three weeks
(no later than April 16, 1982).

Although each participant's responses 'were confidential and no names were
required on the suryeys, each questionnaire was coped with a unique identi-
fication number so that NES could monitor the questionnaire returns. On April
30, 1982, approximately two weeks after the deadline for return Of the first
questionnaire mailing, a follow-up survey packet was sent to sampled non-
respondents which again explained the purpose and value of the survey and
strongly urged cooperation. Participants were given an additional two weeks
to complete the survey and were asked to return them by May 14, 1982.

'Atally of completed surveys returned after the final deadline for the second
mailing had passed indicatea low (30%) response rate. Additional surveys
(4%) were,returned marked undeliverable or with notations by participants that
they had never enrolled in any consumer and homemaking education courses.

In order to increase the sample size, determine the reasons for the low
response rate, and assess the representativeness' of the obtained sample
respondents, it was decided that an extensive telephone interview follow-up

1 4
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would be conjUcted. The ,telephone survey interviews occurred duriqg the first
two weeks of June. During this time a total of 102 mail survey non-respondents
were-interviewed. The following list represents the reasons indicated by the
telephone survey respondents for their non-response to the mail survey.

't

(1) Of the 102 participants-interviewed about one-third (38) r\espondents
indicated iihat they had never received or could not remember
receiving the questionnaire.

(2) Of those indiViduals who failed to return completed questionnaires
but indicated that they had received the questionnaire, the primary
reason given for non-responding included:,

- - the respondent was away (usually at school) (23%)
- - the respondent forgot, just never lot around to it, or no reason

was given (23)
-- the questionnaire had been thrown out or misplaced (22%), and
-- the respondent was too busy (17%).

Reasons for non-responding provided by the remaining 15% of the

participants interviewed included: the questionnaire was mailed to
the individual's parents' address, the individual had moved, :the
individual received it too late, it was too.long a time since the
individual was in school to remember ",the information, and the

individual was bored by the questionn'aire.

During prelithinary data analysis it was determined that, in general, the
,responses of the mail survey and telephone interview participants were simi-
lar, and, that the results of the survey provide a good characterization of the
'target population. The results for the total group of respondents, as well as
for mail versus telephone respondents, is presented in Appendix B.

Data Analysis
4

After the questionnaires were returned and inventoried, they were checked for
errors. The responses tp the open-elided responses'were recorded, and similar
comments were combined, Categorized, and tallied. The questionnaires were
then keypunChed into computer-readable format in preparation for data
processing.

In April 1982, a draft of the data analysis plan was submitted to and approved
by GDE. In accordance with that plan, the following analyses were performed:

fretluency distributions to determine the percentage of respondents
selecting a particular category for ,all multiple-choice and rating
scale questions,
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(2) means 'and standard deviations for the rating scale questions (20-44)

in order tO determine the average response to groups and subgroups,
and

(3) correlational analyses for selected variables. .

Interpretation and Presentation of the Results

In preparation for production of-the final reports of the study, an outline of
each report was sent to,GDE-for review. These reports included an Evaldation
Model, an Exetutive Summary Report, and this Fihal Report.

_
Subsequent to the data analysis, a copy of the results of the study was for-
warded to'the GDE and. AdOsory.Panel for review And interpretation in order to
develop recommendations regarding the eonSumer and hormaking education
curriculum. CO7Icurrently, drafts of the final, reports were prepared for
review by the Department.. Based on the additions, revisions, and recommenda-
tlons supplied by GDE and the dvisory Panel, the final reports were produced.
CoPies of these reports may be obtained by contacting the Coordinator of
Program Development of 'the Office Of Vocational Education at the Georgia
Depatment of Education.

In addition to the production of the final reports, results were presented at
the August 3-6, 1982, Convention of Vocational Educators in Atlanta, Georgia.
Materials prepared for use at the conventio6 included overhead transparen-
cies and a handout summarizing the questionnaire and results. Specifications
for the supplemental dissemination materials were jointly decided upon by NES
and GDE; draft copies Of all materials were reviewed by GDE and suggestions
for revisions were incorporated into the final materials.

0

,16

44.
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,CHAPTER 3 ,

DR FINDINGS

Participation in CHE Programs

41'

Results. Several questions were askedito determine the extent of respondents'
participation in CHE activities and courses. About 4 in 10 of the responding
individuals said they-had:been a.member of the Futureflomemakers of America
club. More than half (53.3%) said they were never a member of any homemakers
clubs.

.1/0.

Students were asked to indicate the number.of courses within each of.ithe six
curriculum areas in which they participated. - In general, more than half of
the respondents (53.5%) said that they took six or more courses in the CHE
program. It should be noted, however, that for mosttstudents (68.7%) each of
the .cou'rses were relatively short in duration because the school system
followed the quarter system for course scheduling. Specific results on
participation in CHE programs can be found in Appendix B.

'Most students (78.7%) took at least one course in Foods & Nutrition.
Participation was least in courses relating to Consumer Education' 31.1% of
the responding individu0s took one or more courses in.this area. Each of the
curriculum areas is listed in Table 1 in order of greatest-to least student
-participation in one or more courses.

Scope of the Cur iculum

The first step in determining the adequacy of the CHE program as outlined in
the curricIilum guide was to determine if the skills included for teaching were
considered important by pro'gram participants. In order to assess this aspect
of the prog am, a list of 25 skills matched to the curriculum areas was pre-
pared. The list of skills matched to the curriculum areas is presented ih
Table 2._

Respondents were asked to rate the importance of knowing how to perform the
skill on a scale of "1" (very important) to "3" (not important) for each ques-
tion 20-44 on Scale A. The mean'of the responses for each skill was calcu-
lated; these results are presented in Appendix Ddin the column for.Scale A:
The possible range for the mean was between 1 aib 3; the closer the average
was to 1, the more important respondents considered it' important to know how
to perform the skill. Beside each mean is an assigned respondent's rank which
represents the relative impoy.tance of each skill according to the respo dents.
(A rank of I is most important. A rank of 25 is least important.)

The overall results were very positive. The average score for each skill was
between 1 and. 1.5 which indicates that all skills were considered to bq more
than somewhat importanf 'and, in-general it appears that the skills included in
the curriculum are considered important by students Who participate in the CHE
program.

1"i



TABLE 1: Participation in Curriculum Areas

Curriculum Areas Percentage of Individuals
Participating

Foods &'Nutrition

,Clothing& Textiles

Family Living/Parenthood
Education

78:7%

68.7%.

62.6%

Child Development 55.2%

Personal Finance/Consumer 41.9%
Education

HouSing, Futnishing14 and 41.8%
Management

The next step in assessing the adequacy of the scope of the curriculum was to
determine whether or not any of the skills listed in Table 2 should be deleted
from the curriculum. As indicated in the preceding discussion, .in general
respondents had consiaered the skills to bt iTpertant: However, on Scale D
respondents were also asked to rate the,ir epinions about the amount of
instruction which shoulx1 be given,to each skill on a scale -of "1" (a great
deal) to ".4" (none). , Appendix B shows the,respondents' rating of each skill
along this dimension under Scale D.

The results to this question confirmed the above results. At.most, 8.4% of
the students indicated that a skill should receive very little or no instruc-
tion. It appears then ttiat no skills should be deleted from the curriculum
guide.

To describe the adequacy of the scope of the curriculum, it was necessary to
identify any skills hat currently listed in the curriculum which should be
added to the curriculum. In order to do so, respondents were given the

opportunity in two open-ended euestiolls (45 and 67) to identify any skills
which were not included in the list of skills. Because no response was cited
by more than 8% of the respondents and because most responses could be cdte-
gorized wtthin the skills list, it was determined that no additions to the
curriculum were necessary. Appendix E lists the categories cited by respon-
dents to these open-ended questions with the percentage of rWondents citing
each response.
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TABLE 2

List of Skills by Curriculum Area Included
on thc Survey InstrUment

Curriculum.Area
4vey
Question

Number
Skill

Family Living/ 20.

>)/

Provjde for personal development
Parenthood Education 21. EstabliSh satisfying relationships

22. Astume responsibility for coping4,
with family problems

23. Assume responsibility for maeriage
24. Assume responsibility for parenttlood
ZE. Combine cacgers (homemaker,

wage-earner; etc.)

(-

Child Development 26. .Prepare for ciiisldbirth
27. Care for infants

28. Care for children

Foods & Nutrition -.. 29.

30.

Choose nutritious food
Shop for food *

31. StOre food

t

32.

...

Plan,,prepareand serve meMs

\
. ,

Clothing & Textiles 33. aelect clothing for self and family
34. Purchase ctothing \

35. Care for textile products

,Housing, Fu i.nishings,

& Management '41*

1
36.

37.

Select housing

Create a desirable living environment
38. Maintain and care for housing

Personal Finance/ 39. Make financial decisions
Consumer Education 40. Develop and utilize a money plan

41. Use credit
42. Provide for security and protection

through insurance, health plans, etc.
43. Purchase goods and services
44. Exercise consumer rights
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Effectiveness of the,Curriculum
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41.

Level of preparedness. The initial step in determining the effectiveness of
the CHE program waS to determine the 'average level of preparedness of respon-
dents to perform the individuall skills and skills grouped into curriculum
areas. Respondents were asked to rate on a scale of "1"- (veryiprepared) to114"

(not prepared),how prepared they,thought they were to perform each skill.
The reported level of preparedness for each skill was very high; the average
score for individual skill preparedness ranged from 1.5 to 2.2. The skills .

for which respondents indicated the greatest level of preparedness were4

-selecting clothing for one's self and family, purChasing clothing, maintatnfng
and caring for housing, and shopping for food. Appendix 0, Scale B provides
the mean scores and relative ranking for each skill examined.

In order to determine the curriculum area in which respondents felt most and
least prepared, resOonses to the individual 'skills were averaged across
curriculum areas. The curniculum area in which respondents indicated the
greatest level of preparedness was Clothing & Textiles. The mean scores and
ranking of respondents' perceived level of preparedness averaged across skills
for each curriculum area is presented in Appendix F.

Adequacrof Preparation in the Curriculum Areas

In order to determine the adequacy of curriculum area programs, the rela on-
ship between- participation in the CHE curriculum area and over s of
preparedness in the curriculum area were explored. In bther words, do former
students who participated in the CHE program in a particular curriculum arex
indicate, on the average, a higher level of preparedness than those who
participated in the program but not in the speCIfid curriculum area?

In Order to answer this question, the average score of the responses to the
skills grouped by curriculum area and corresponding correlational analyses
were computed for the question "How prepared do you think you'are to perform
the skill?" Table 3 summarizes the responses to ScaleB in two ways. First,
the mean Preparedness scbre for respondents grouped according to the number of
curriculum units taken is presented; second, a rank order was assigned
according to the relationship between number of curriculum units taken and
feelings of preparedness.

In general, for alr curriculum areas there was a significant relationship
between the level of preparedness in a curriculum area and amount of
participation in that area. The curriculum areas are listed below in order of
the strength of that relationship from strongest to weakest:

mi

Child Development,
Faffiily Living/Parenthood Education,

Personal Finance/Consumer Education,
*Foods & Nutrition,

Clothing & Textiles, and

Housing, Furnishings, & Management.

20 I
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Adequ cy of the Curriculum in Preparing to Perform Essential Skills

As Igge d by the results presented above for the curricultIm areas, the

results of thesurvey indicated that, for each skill, individuals who had
taken a course in the curriculum area to which the skill is matched thought
they were slightly more prepared to perform the skill than those who did not.
This relationship was greatest for the following skills:

as'gume responsibility for parenthood,

- - prepare for childbirth,$
-- care foi-- infants,

care for thildren,
choose nutritional food,.and

exercise consumer rights.

A more detailed,representation of results is found in Tablg 5. This table
presents the mean scores for each skill on Scale B 1-low prepared do you think
you are to perform the ski.11?) accorpng to the'number of curriculum units
taken in each curriculum area.

-J
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TABLE 3

Mean and Rank,Order Scores on Scale B
(Perceived revel of Preparedness)

Curriculum Area Scale 8 Mean Scores by Number
of Curriculum Units Takep ,

-__ /

Pearson
Product
Moment

Correlation

Level

Significance

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

1
Family Living/ 1.9080 1.8734 1.6809 1.8772 1.66 1.5217 1.4142 -.15 .001*
Parenthood Education
(20-25)

Child Development 2.1294 1.9542 1.6694 1.5665 -.20 .001*
(26-28)

FoOds & Nutr.ition
-

1.8502 1.7741 1.7944 1.6166 1.1250 -.10 .006*
(29-32)

Clothing & Textiles 1.75 1.5816 1.6055 1.4916 1.2200 2.0000 -.10 .009*
(33-35)

,

Housing, Furnishings 1.8386 1.6762 1.8996 1.4743 -.08, .028
& Management
(36-38)

,

Personal Finance/ 1.9979 1.9756 1.7926 1.8900 1.9456 1.6444 113725 -.11 .003*
Consumer Education
(39-44)

.

J...

/

.
.

* Indicates a statistically significant relationship. Correlations were fonsidered to be statistically
significant if the probability for occurrence (level of significance) was .05 or below.

NOTE: Correlations are expected to be negative because number Of courses taken is an ascending scale and the
preparedness scale (B) is presented in descending order Where "1" is "very prepared" and "4" is "not
prepared." "I don't know" responses were not included in the correlational analyses.

tz
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TABLE 4

Mean Scores By Number of Curriculum Units Taken for
Skills 20-44 on Scale B: Perceived Level of Preparedness

Curriculum Area

'

Skill
,

.,
Mean Score by Number of Curriculum Units Taken

0 1 2 3 . 4 5 6

Pearson

Product
Moment

Correlation

Level

of

-Significance

Family Living/ 20. Provide for personal development 1.7860 1.7451 1.6183 1.8085 1.4800 1.3333 1.3333 -.12 .002*Parenthood Education 21. Establish satisfying relationships 1.7860 1.7308 1.5191 1.833 1:7200 1.6667 1.1667 -.11 .005*(20-25) 22. Assume responsibility for coping
with family problems

1.8505 1.8182 1.6031 1.8542 1.6250 1.3333'1 1.4167 -.12 003*

23. Assume responsibility for marriage 1.9474 1.9800 1.7615 1.7708 1.7500 1.5000 1.6667 -.09 .012*24. Assume responsibility for
p'arenthood

2.1845 2.0974 1.8359 1.8958 1.9167 1.5000 1.6667 -.14 .001*

25. Combine careers (homemaker, 1.9126 1.8311 1.7419 1.9545 1.7083 1.8333 1.2500 -.09 .013*wage-earner, etc.)
,

. .

Child Development 26. Prepare for childbirth 2.3597 2.1659 1.8500 1.7568 , -.18 .001*(26-28) 27. tare for infants 2.0545 1.8592 1.6456 1.444 -.19 .001*

i

28. Care for children 1.9531 1.8169 1.5500 1.3714 -.18 .001*

Foods & Nutrition 29. Choose nutritious food 1.8729 1.7863 1.7293 1.6239 1.0000 -.11 003*(29-32) 30. Shop for food
.1.7203 1.6496 1.6391 1.5000 1.0000 -.09 .011*31. Store food 1.9576 1.8966 1.9776 1.6923 1.0000 -.08 .026*32. Plan, prepare, and serve meals 1.8559 ;1.7692 1.7820 1.5577 1.5000 -.11 .005*

Clothing & Textiles
(33-35)

33. Selea ctothing for self and
family

1.5440 1.4449 1.4600 1.3974 1.3333 -.06

'

.076

34. .Purchase clothing 1.6313 1.4549 1.4646 1.3766 1.0000 1-.11 .003*35. Care for textile product; 1.9828 1.8384 1.8283 1.7333 1.3333 -.09
'.9---

Housing, Furnishings 36. Select housing
. 2.1592 1.9016 2.2000 2.0000 -.06 .088& Management

(36-38)
37. Create a desirable living

environment
1.7396 1.64E4 1.7917 1.1500 -.09 .016*

38. Maintain and care for Noucing 1.6241 1.4333 1.6939 1.2381 -.08 .021*.- r
...t,

Personal Finance/ 39. Make financial decisions 1.8407 1.7909 1.7423 1.6500 1.8000 1.3333 1.5000 -.08 .020*Consumer Education 40. Develop and utilize a money plan 1.9145 1.9640 1.7708 1.8000 1.8000 1.5556 2.0000 -.06 .066(39-44) 41. Use credit' 1.9940 2.0092 1.7474 2.0000 1.8667 1.6667 1.0000 -.10 .07742. Provide for security and
protection through insurance,
health plans, etc.

2.0325 1.9909

.

1.7340 1.8500 1.8750 1.6667 1.2500 -.12 .002* ;-

43. Purchase goods and services 1.9212 1.8774 1.8000 1.9500 2.0000 1.7778 1.2500 -.05 .12744. Exercise consumer rights 2.2421 2.1650 1.9011 2.1111 2.0000 1.8889 1.2500 -.14 .001*
,

* Indicates a statistically significant relltionsKip.
Correlations were considered to be statistically significant if the probability for occurrence (levelof significance) was .09,or below.

..
-

%NOTE: Correlations are expected to be negative because number of courses taken iv an ascending scale and the preparedness scale (8) is kesented indescending order where "1" is "very prepared" and 144" is "not prepared." "I 'don't know" responses were not included in the correlational analyses.
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Respondents Perceptions of Program Adequacy

Students were asked to rate each skill on a scale of "1" (a great deal) to 114"
(none) regarding (a) the amount of instruction received, and (b) he amount
which,they think should be received. Mean differences betWeen the responses
Nto tilese two questions indicate that respondents felt that all skills should
receive more emphasis than they, received. Table 6 shows the mean ,difference
scores'for each skill as well as the rank order of that difference. The lower
the rank number (closer to zero) the more adequate the program was perceived
to be'by respondents.

Differences between responses were greatest for skills involving providing for
security and protection through insurance, health plans, etc., using credit,
making- financial decisions, selecting housing, and exercising consumer
rights. The difference between the level of emphasis received-and what sfrould
be received was least fcir the skills of planning,' preparing and.serving meals;.
choosing nutritious food;, shopping for food; storing food; and selecting
clothing for one's self and family.

The same difference analysis was computed for the skills grouped by curriculum
areas. The mean difference scores and rank order of perceived adequacy is al
represented in Table 6 for skills 'grouped into curriculum areas. Foods and
Nutrition was considered to be most adequate and Personal Finance/Consumer
Education least adequate.

It should be noted that the overall level of instruction received was rated
high; on the average students indicated they received more than "very little"
instruction in all skiNs and curriculum areas. Students indicated that they
received the most emphasis in Foods & Nutrition and Family Living/Parenthood
Education but thought they should receive the most instruction in Child
Development and Family Living/Parenthood Education.

10 Perception of Need for Additional Information

Extent of addition'al information needed. In order to determine the extent of
'additional itftormation needed, respondents "Were asked to indicate for each
skill the amount of additional information they thought they would need to be
adequately prepared to perform the ski/1 (Scale E) on a scale of "1" (a great
deal) to "4" (none). The results indicated that, on the average, respondents
felt in all cases that they did need some additional information but did not
need a great deal of information to feel prepared. The curriculum area which
respondents felt would require the least amount of additional information for
them to feel prepared was Clothing and Textiles. The. area which they
indicated would require the greatest amount of information in Order to feel
prepared was Child Development. Listed in Appendix F for cale E is the mean
score and corresponding rank order for each curriculum area

47
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TABLE 5

,

Mean Difference Scores and Rai* Ordering
qf Difference Scores by Skill for Amount of Instruction Received (Scale C)

and Amount of Instruction.Desired (Scale

.

.

Skill

I.

Mean
Difference Score

bn Scale-C-0

.

.

-
.

.
Rank

.

.
.

20. Provide for personal development .6701 . . 6

21. Establish satisfying relationships .8492 .

.

9

22. Assume responsibility for coping
with fanily problems .

.9965
.

16

23. Assume responsibility for marriage .9757 14
.

24. Assume responsibility for parenthood .9103 11
25. Combine careers.(homemaker,

wage-earner, etc.)
.9048 10

26. Prepare for childbirth .1.0556' 18
27. Care for infants .9948 15
28. Care for children ,9193 12

29. Choose nutritious food .3061 2

30. Shop for food .4558 3

31.
32.

Store food

plan, prepare, and serve meals
.6282

.2960 -

,
4

1

,--_-..:.... 4

33. Select cleri<Ifor self and family .6398 5

34. Purchase clothing .7307 7

35. Care for textile products
,

.8078 8

36. Select housing ,. 1.2320 22

37. Create a desirable living environment .9684 13'

38. Maintain and care for housing 1.0318 ' 17

.

,

..

39. Make financial decisions 1.2340 23
40. Develop and utilize a money plan 1.1701 20
41. Use credit 1.3410 24
42. Provide for security and protection 1.4243 . 25

. through insurance, health plans, etc.
43. Purchase goods and services 1.0661 19
44. Exercise consumer 'rights 1.1986 21

.,
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, TABLE 6

Mean Difference Scores and Rank Ordering of,
r Diffenence Scores for Curriculum

. Areas for Scale.C-D

Curroiculum Area

4

Mean

Difference Score
Scale.C-D .

.

Rank Order .

.
.

Family Livingr
.

Rarenthood Education
(20-25)

.

Child Development
.

(26-28)

,

Foods & Nutrition
.

(29-i 2)

Clothing & Textiles
(33-35)

Housing, Furnishing's
& Mana'gement

(36-38)

.

Personal Finance/
Consumer Education,
(39-44)

.

f
,

.

.8769

.

..9908

.4146

.

..7196

1.0736

)

1.2273

i .

,

1^. .

,

.3

-4

1

2

,

5
.

.

,..

6

.

.

,

a

.

.

.._

4.

".*
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Although respendents -indicated they needed only between "some" and "very

little" information to be prepared, the skills in which they identified the
need for the most additional information included:

-- assuming responsibility for parenthood,
-- preparing for childbirth,'
-- caring for infants,

-- selecting housing,
-- providing security and protection through insurance, health plans,

etc., and

-- exercising consumer rights.

Appendix D, Scale E shows the mean score and ranking for the indiuidual skills
with respect to the.need for additional information. On the average, for all
curriculum areas, males indicated that they would need slightly more

information than females to be adequately prepared. No consistent or major
differences in levels of information needed were evident tor the categories of

educational regions and year of graduation. Table 7 shows the mean score on
Scale E (How much additional information do you need?) for each variable:
Sex, Region, Year.of Graduation, and Number of Currtculum Units Taken. No

other trends or patterns were identified for these variables.

Reaspns for needing additional'. information. Respondents were asked to

,identify the reasons why they felt they needed additional information. The

primdiv reason given for needing additional information, was to adjust to

inflation. The reasons given can be ordered as follows:

-- to adjust to inflation (52.6%),
-- to keep up with technological advances (50.7%),

. -- to contend with multiple roles (40.4%),
- - to adjust to the energy shortage (33.6%),

to cope with daily responsibilities (33.1%),
-- additional interest'generated by the high school experience (25e8%),

and ,

- - my high s9hool-experience was inadequate (19.3%).,

Appendix B, qudstions 46-54, displayi the specific percentages represented
here. In addition, it should be noted that 27.1% of respondents felt that
they did not need 'additional information. 'Only. 3% of the respondents

submitted reasons not listecJ above.

26



TABLE 7

Mean Scores on Curriculum Areas
by Sex, Region, Year of Graduation, and
Number of Curriculum Units Taken for

Scale: Amount of Additional Information Required

Curriculum Area

/''

.

Sex

, Mean Scores -/
4

./). Regiollp Year of Graduation Number of Units Taken

(

Male Female 1 2 3 4 1978 1979 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

EamilysLiving/ 2.1481 2.2603 2.2951 2.3046 2.2050 2.1118 2.2564 2.2458 2.2060 2.2353 2.3102 2.2529 2.3617 2.1067 2.3600
Parenthood'Educatioo
(20-25)

Child Development .....49924. 2.1464 2.1511 2.0651 2.1795 2.0865 2.1337 2.1324 2.1070 2.1302 2.1584 2.2672
(26-28)

Foods & -Nutrition 2.3333 2.4249 2.5266 2.3721 .2.2302 2.3771 2.4443 2.3939 2.3107 2.4704 2.4363 2.3645
.

(29-32)
.

Clothing & Textiles_ 2.3069 2.5896 2.6296 2.4935 2.5184 2.5157 2.6323 2.5057 2.4772 2.6019 2.5709 2.6325 2.9967 2.0000
(33-35)

,

Housing, Furnishings, 2.0641 2.3047 2.5184 2..2311 2.2852 2.2170 2.2726 2.2945 2.2831 2.3387 2.0537 2.2820
X Management

t
(36-38)-

. ,

Personal Finance/ 2.1126 2.1814 2.2230 2.2255 2.0641 2.1133 , 2.1896 2.1623 2.1704 2.2840 2.0291 2.2420. 2.4540 1.7287 2.5000
Consu mer Education -

,

(39-44)
,

,
t

. .
.

('-
_.i _.

4-

)*
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Methods used to update skills. Respondents yere asked to identify the methods
they used to obtain additional information regarding the consumer dnd
homdmaktng education program (see Appendix B). According to the results,respondents used the following methods (orderek below by frequency of
sqléction):

-- reading magazines (76.0),
-- getting advice from felends or relatives (63.1%),
--- watching television programs (60.0%),
-- reading books (45.9%),
-- listening to radio programs (26.0%),
-- enrolling in a college cpurse (20.5%),
-- attending short courses or demonsfhtions (13.2%),
-- enrolling in post-secondary adult education programs (7.5%),
-- participating in cooperative extension services (5.9%),
-- participating in summer courses (4.4%), and
-- other (346%Yi

t.

1.
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction/Overview

All Curriculum Areas. In general, respondents felt that all skills listed for
the curriculum areas were very important. Respondents also indicated they
thought they were at least somewhat prepared in all curriculum areas and
received "some Instruction (compared to "very little" or "a great deatl") in
the areaS. In all curriculum areas, for all skills, respondents indicated
that the amount of instruction which the skills should receive is greater than
the amountiactually received. In response to the question regarding amount of
additional information respondents thought they would need to be adequately
prepared in each of the skills, respondents in general, indicated they would
need onlY some or very little additional information to be adequately prepared
to do aniskill listed.

It ts very'important to bear' in mind when reviewing the results that overall
the results were positive. Because of this, minimal variation exists between
students attitudes regarding individual skills. To say that, for example,
students felt least prepared to do any particular skill does not imply that
they were unprepared; it merely suggests that, of all the skills which
respondents felt wepared to do, this wa a skill in which they were less
prepared than any other.

Foods &'Nutrition and, Clothing & Textiles. Overall, respondents indicated
that they considered these two ctlrriculum areas to be least important in
relation to the other 'iareas. The discrepancy between the amount of
instruction received and the amount respondents felt should be received was
least for theSe areas.

.1

Child Development. Overall, respondent's indicated that they considered this
curriculum area to be the most important, felt least prepared in this area,
and felt they needed the most information to be S'dequately prepared in this
area. Respon6ks to Scale D indicate that respondents feel this area should
receive the most instruction.

Family Livilig/Parenthood:Education. Respondents indentified this area as the
second most important area, but felt that, of the six curriculum areas, they
were third least prepared in this area.

Housing, Furnishing, & Management and Personal Finance/Consumer Education. On
the avbrage, respondentS rated skills in these areas as being of moderate
importance in relation to the other curriculum areas. The discrepancy between
the amount of instructiin received and the amount which respondents felt
should be received was widest for these two areas.

The remainder of this chapter presents conclusions and recommendations along
the same dimensions used in the preceding (Major Findings) chapter.

3 °4
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?)Scope of the Curr culum

The examination of the scope of the CHE curriculum involved determining the
relative importance of the skills taught in each curriculum area according to
respordents. This information was then used to identify discrepancies between
the actual scope of the curriculum and the respondents' perception of
curriculum scope needs.

4

Interpretations. As indicated in the preceding chapter, the fact that the
skills included in.the CHE curriculum which were surveyed were considered .to
be important is consistent with the practical application focus of the CHE
curriculum. It was, therefore, not surprising that the results revealed that
no skills currently listed in the curriculum should"be deleted. CHE teachers,
who have direct contact with the students and are in the best position to
ijqtify student needs, had input into the, development of the curriculuMk

; the results confirm the accuracy of teachers' input. It is encouraging
ote that teachers have been accurate in the assessment of student needs.

e ranking of importance of individual skills within the curriculum was also
onsistent with current expectations. The results support recent attempts to

'..,efocus the curriculum to reflect student priorities by placing greater
eMphasis on the areas of Child Development and Family Living/Parenthood
EAucation and less enphasis on the traditional areas of Foods & Nutrition and
Clothing & Textiles. Therefore, skillls identified by 1978 and 1979 graduates
for addition to the curriculum are receiving increased attention. However, it
is recognized that although an increased emphasis on necessary skills for
dealing with conditions such as divorce, pregnancy, abortion, single living,

and crisis and stress, is currently taking place, the skills should be taught
tn such a way that students recognize them as belonging to the broader skill
areas as listed in the curriculum (e.g., assuming responsibility for
parenthood, assumihg responsibility for marriage). The sensitive nature.of
educating students in these skills is also recognized. Careful training of
educators is required in order to deal with these topics effectively and
adequately.

,

Recommendations

(1) Continue to recognIze and attend to students' interests in the
areas of Child Development and Family Living/Parenthood ,

Education ih light of the relevanceof these curriculum areas in
modern society.

(2), Continue to provisie staff development opportunities in Family
Living/Parenthood_Educatidn, such as summer workshops, .to ensure
that educators ai-e adequately prepared to,effectively teach the

,

skills in this area such as family planning, pregnancy,
abortion, etc.

Provide students ,with the context for the skills taught to

ensure,that they are able to identify these skills as belonging
to the broader skill areas.

(3)

I

P3
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Effectiveness of the Curriculum

To determine the effectiveness of the curriculum, several dimensions were
examined. First, the perceived level of preparedness a respondent felt for
specific skills was established. Then this perceived level of preparedness
was compared to the amount of participation in each curriculum area in order
to determine the respondents perception of flow adequately that curriculurg was
prepared then. This was analyzed at both the curriculum area and the/more
specific skill levels. Finally, respondents' perceptions of the program
adequacy were surveyed.

Interpretations. In general, the results seem to indicate that few changes
need to be made to the current curriculum. Changes made to the curriculuw--
since the surveyed group graduated, including mandatory enrollment in a
Personal Fin.ance course by tenth-graders, demonstrated competence in a number
of minimum basic CHE skills, and new focus away from the traditional areas of
food and clothing preparation, are congruent with the directions for change
suggested by the survey results.

Although small, the differences in level of preparedness for skills and within
curriculum areas forstudents who did not participate in the curriculum area
compared to those who took one or more courses indicate that taking at least
one course can be beneficial. In addition, the results would seem to indicate
that taking the complete sequence within an area is even more beneficial. As
indicated in the previous section, students considered skills An the areas of
Child Development and Family Living/Parenthood Education to be of greatest
importance. The results for the skills in these curriculum areas indicate
that student§ who enrolled in a number of these courses felt more prepared
than those who did not'enroll in these courses. It can be suggested that.
perceived preparedness in an area may be related to the degree of importance
with which the skills are perceived. The results indicate that the strongest
relationship between perceived preparedness and number of CHE units taken in a
curriculum area was strongest for curricullum aneas of Child Development and
Family Living/Parenthood Education. In addition to being cited as the most
important curriculum,areas,by students, it has also been suggested that the
curriculum areas of Chi,ld Development and Family Living/Parenthood Education
may incorporates, more interesting learning activities and laboratory-like
experiences than, for example, Housing, Furnishings, and Management, which may
be considered a "text-book" course.

Skil,ls for .which the least degree of discrepancy between the amount of
instruction rec ived and that which should be received were, in geheral, in
the areas of Foods & Nutrition and Clothing & Textiles. These curriculum
areas are considered to have been the focus of the curriculum in the past.
Skills in the areas of Personal Finance/Consumer Education, for which the
greatest degree of discrepancy was noted, have already become the focus of
attention in the curriculum and require continued emphasis. The results would
also seem to indicate that, rather than Inerely de-emphasizing instruction in
the traditional areas of Foods & Nutrition and Clothing & Textiles, the,

*emphasis should be ,refocused within these areas to skills other than
preparational skills.'

34
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Recommendations

4
(1) Encourage students to enroll in at least one course in each

curriculum area in order to expose them to all areas of the CHE
pro9ram including those areas of current interest at well as

those-more likely to be of interest during adulthood.

(2) Where possible, encourage students ,to enroll in the full

sequence of courses within the curriculum areas.

(3) Continue to place emphasis in these areas reported to be of

greatest importance (Child Development and Family
Living/Parenthood Education) and those areas for which the
discrepancy _between amount of instruction received and the

amount which should be received is greatest (Perswal
Finance/Consumer Education).

(4) Whenever possible, include "laboratory", simulated real life

experiences in order to incrgase student interest and learning
in the CHE courses,. Accordingly, encourage the development and
sharing of activities and materials developed in those areas

traditionally conceived of as "textbook" eourses.

(5) Within the so-called "traditional" curriculum areas of Foods &
Nutrition and Clothing & Textiles, place less emphasis on food
preparation and clothing construction. Increase emphasis on the
other skills in these' areas suth as choosing and shopping for
food and clothing.

(6) Provide staff developmeq workshops and activities to ensure
that eduGeWi_are adequately prepared to teach and constantly
updated in order to teach those skills designated for increased
emphasis (e.g., Child Development, Family Living/Parenthood
Education, and Personal Finance/Consumer Education).
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Perception of Need for Additional Information

In order to describe the respondent's perception of need for additional

information, three dimensions of this area were examined. The first dimension
surveyed the perceived ext6rt of additional information needed, the second

examined reasons respondents felt they neeged apditional information, and the
third assessed the methods respondents used to -update their skills.

Interpretations: Extent of additional information needed. In general, the

results regarding the amount of dditional information needed met expectations
and was considered satisfactory. These results are not surprising in light of
the fast-paced changes of mddern society; in order to keep up with these

changes, constant updating is needed. In addition, because all individuals
surveyed participated in at least one CHE course, the results are encouraging;
in general, individuals felt at least somewhat prepared (i.e., they indicated
they needed only "some" additional information). One would also .expect
individuals to require some additional information because they may not become

fully aware of the types of 'information they will need until they have

graduated from high school and the areas dealt with in the CHE courses become
of practical and pressing concern.

The results were consistent with the results previously presented; respondents
indicated they would need the most information to feel adequately prepared in
the curriculum areas ofow-Child Development, Personal Finance/Consumer

Education, and Family Living/Parenthood Education. As indicated earlier, the
curriculum is currently being refocused to target hese areas.

The results also confirm expectations that males do have needs for CHE

information as they are faced with the problems 'encountered In their

day-to-day responsibilities and roles. However, males may be less aware of
the relevance of the CHE program td adulthood while in high school and may not
be taking full,advantage of the program.

Results: Reasons for needing additional information. Respondents were asked
to identify the reasons why they felt they needed additional information. The

primary reason giverlifor needing additional information was to adjust to

inflation. The reasorT given can be ordered as follows:

-- to adjust to inflation (52.6%),
- - to keep up with technological advances (50.7%),
- - to contend with multiple roles (40.4%),

- - to adjust to the energy shortage (33.6%),
- - to cope with daily responsibilities (33.1%),

additional interest generated by the high school experience (25.8%),
and -

-- my high school experience was inadequate (19.3%).

Only 3% of the respondcts'submitted additional reasons.

36
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Interpretations: Reasons for needing additional information. The hierarchy
of reasons indicated by respondents for needing,additional information appeart
to be consistent with current trends and problems faced by homemakers. That
20% of the respondents :indicated that their high school experience was
inadequate is not surprising, "especially in- light of the focus of the CHE
program during respondents' high school experience on Foods & Nutrition and
Clothing & Textiles.

ft

Interpretations: Methods used to update skills. The methods most frequently
employed by individuals to 'update their CHE skills were consistent with
expectations based-on results from studies such as those done by cooperative
extension services. These methods are probably the most accessoibie,

.,

Recommendations

(1) Provide studehts with the knowledge of where and, how to obtain
CHE information so that, they can adequately update themselves
regarding important CHE skills and issues after leaving high
schopl. Whenever possible, include a, section Within each
curriculum area regarding "How to obtain additional Consumer and
Homemaking Education Information."

(2) Encourage the inclusiOn fn ye curriculum of a 'dear long
comprehensive survival course which would provide students with
a relevant base of 'information in all areas of Consumer and
Homemaking education,.

(3) Continue efforts to encourage males to enroll in the CHE program
by informing them regarding the, broad range of content and
skills, as well as the relevance of those skills which comprise
the CHE curriculum.'

(4) In addition, male awareness of and exposure to the CHE program
can be increased by allowing teachers of non:traditional CHE
courses to team teach with teachers of other,disciplines (e.g.,
the soeiar sciences).

( 5 ) Continue current efforts to eliminate sex-role stereotyping in
classroOm instruction, material,,and actiyities.

(6) Recaghize the reasans most cited by respondents for needing
.additional information and, where possible, relate instruction
in CHE skills to these issues.

(con.tinued)

'3 I
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(7) In light of the results regarding the methods used by
individuals to update their skills, the following
recommendations are proposed:

(a) ensure that students are aware of the available, pertinent
reading information (e.g., Consumer Reports, Parents
Magazine, etc.) as resources for updating their skills and
providing baseline information for decision making in CHE. ,

(b) provide take-home reference material and handouts to
currently enrolled high school students.

(c) provide and disseminate additional publications at the
state level regarding contempOrary CHE issues and available
resources and programs.

(d) disseminate information to increase the .awareness of
currently enrolled and former students regarding the
post-secondary educational programs which are available.

''(e) offer summer courses in the CHE department.
(f) offer more short-term post secondary courses.
(g) continue efforts to experiment with alternative methods for

disseminating CHE information such as taOng courses for
evening 'cable television viewing. A valuable resource for
information appears to exist in the "friends-relatives"
category., Creative techniques fortutilizing this resource,
such as incorporating home-visits and parent guest

popeakers, are encouraged.'

3 o
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APPENDIX A"
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Survey of Consumer and Homemalang Education Programs
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QOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Determine the effectiveness of the Consumer and homemaking education
programs in the comprehensive high schools.for providing essential
consumer and homemaking skills.

2. Determine those consumer and homemaking skills which students who

were previovly enrolled in the program and active homemakers beljeve
should be added to, emphasized in, or deleted from the curricuAum.

410
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Objectives*
Question

Type*

Demographic Information

1. Identify course complet6rs according to respondent groups, M/DA
e.g.,

a)., amount of consumer and homemaking education
,b) sex
c) age
d) marital status
e) number of children
f) employment status (include designation for student

o and for homemaker)
g) rural, urban designation
h) membership in FHA
.Ad residence (alone, with roommates, spouse, parents)

Scope of Curriculum

2. Determine student experience in each of the six
curriculum areas.

3. 'Determine from a list of pre-prepared duties/skills, 0/0
duties and skills which are essential to homemaking

, and consumer behavior.

Effectiveness of Curriculum Instruction

4. Determine the adeq(iia,cy of-tfiensumer and
homemaking education curriculum_in preparing graduates
to perform essential duties.

5. Identify the facet of their consumer and homemaking
education (by curriculum area) which graduates

perceive to have been most and least adequate.

Revising Consumer and Homemaking Education Curriculum

6., Identify essential skills/topics'which should be
added to the curriculum.

0/DA

D/0

*Question Type: D=dichotomous response (e.g. yes/no), M=multiple-choice,

0=open-ended'response, R=raVng scale, DA=information
will.be pbtained through data.analysis

p.
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Objectives Question

Type*

7. Identify skills/t4ics which should be deleted from
the curriculum.

8. Determine the extent to which training in particular
skills/topics should be emphasized or de-emphasized.

9. Determine in which curriculum areas there is the DA
greatest need for improvement (for all graduates an&
by respondent groups as defined in Objective 1).

Need to Update Skills

10. Determine the extent of addqional training which is
felt to be.needed to update homemaking and consumer
skills.

11. Determine the reasons for needing additional training
in homemaking skills, e.g.,

a) inadequacy of high school experience
. b) addiIional interest generated by high school

experience

c), new technology /
d) economic_pressires
e) energy -Shortage
f) multiple roles ,

g) daily responsp1jijjes

12. Determine the-me ods by which homemakers are updatihg
their ski}ls (e.g., not at all, journals, magazines,
books, adult education or evenihg courses, radio,
television).

13. Determine the skill areas in which graduates perceive DA
the greatest need for skill improvement and updating.

, 14. Determine whether the perceptions of skill areas.in
need of improvement or updating are similar or different
for respondent groups as defined in Objective 1.

DA
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1 APPENDIX B

Copies of the Total Group, Mail and Telephone Follow-up Surveys with
, Corresponding Percentages of Respondents Selecting Each Response For:

1

,

(I) Total Group Respondents

(2) Mail Respondents Only

(3) Telephone Respondents Only

;,-
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Georgia State DeparWent of Education

6

GEORGIA SURVEY OF CONSUMER AND HOMEMAKING EDUCATION PROGRAMS

FORMER STUDENT TOTAL GROUP SURVEY

NA Questionnaire for Former Home Economics Students

This survey seeks your opinion af and asks about your experiences with
consumer and homemaking (home economics) education in high school program's,'

Directions: For each of the following questions please ciftle the
response you choose as,your answer. Unless otherwise indicated,
choose only ONE response for each numbered question. For example,
if t40.4o11owing question were asked, your response might look like
this:

In what state do you currentiy live?

1. South Carolina
.141,2. Georgia

3. Florida
4. Other

'Throughout ttris survey, please feel free to make additional comments
in the margins. enswer as many of these questions as you can.
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rlease answer the following questions About yourself.

1. What is your sex?

10.6 1. Male
89.3 2. Female

2. How old are you?

.3 1. 18 years

1.1 2. 19 years

27.8 3. 20 ears
44.5 4. 21 years
23.2 5. 22 years

'?.8 6. 23 or older

dr. What is your current marital status?

61.0 1. single
36.1 2. married

2.a 3. divorced.or separated
0 4. widowed

4. How many children do you have?

69.4 1.

22.2 2.

6.5 3.

1.1 4.

.2 5.

0 6.

.2 7.

no children

one child

two children
three children
four children
five children
more than five children

5. -What is your current employment status? (Circle all that apply.)

46.0 1. Employed full-time (30 or,more hours per week)

14.0' 2. Employed part-time (less than 30 hours per week)
20.5 3. Unemployed; seeking work .

11.3 4. Unemployed; not seeking work
12.3, 5. Full-time homemaker
6.4 6. Part-time homemaker

6. What is your current student status?

22.9 1. Full,time student

6.2 2% Part-time student
70.8 3. I am not a student.

*NOTE:

In many cases for individual questions, the percentage of individuals

responding to each category does not total 100% due to non-responses by
some individuals to the question.
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7. With whom do you live?

42:5 1. parents

17.6 2. spouse and children
16.8 3. spouse only
2.3 4. children only
3.9 5. other relatives
9.0 '6. .roommate(s)
4.5 7. I live alone.
2.3 8. other

8. During high school, were you a_member of any of the following
homemaker clubs?

42.6 1. Future Homemakers of America (FHA) ,

1.9 2. other club (please specify).
53.3 3. I was not a member of any homemaker clubs.
1.6 1. and 2.

Please answer the following questions about your home economics courses in
grades 9-.12.

The names of several home economics units (curriculum areas) are listed
below. Next to each unit name, Orcle the number of courses you took
within that unit: For example, if you took two courses in Child
Development, you would circle the number "2" following the title for that
unit. Circle "0" for any unit that you did not take. (These titles refer
to curriculum areas and are NOT specific course titles. We recognize that
the courses you took may have been named somewhat differently.)

9. Comprehensive Homemaking
10. Family Living
11. Parenthood Education
12. Child Development

13. Foods and Nutrition
14. Clothing and Textiles

15. Housing, Furnishings, and
Management

16. Personal Finance
17. Consumer Education
18. Other (pleas-e specify)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

55.5 23.8 11.4 8.7 .5

42.6 41.7 11.2 4.4
63.1 27.8 5.8 3.0 .2

44.6 36.2 13.2 5.8
21.2 38.6 21.9 17.9 r3

31.3 38.6 16.6 12.8 .5 .2

57.9 30.3 8.2 3.3
67.5 24.7 5.4 2.0

68.6 24.9 4.0 2.2

89.9 8.1 , 1.2 .5 .2

19. What was the type of course scheduling(system used in your high
school?

68.7 1. quarter system
24.4 2. semester system
5.9 3. 'other (please specify)
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A

How iMportant do you

think it is for you
to know how, to
perform the skill?
Numbers reflect
,percentage of cor-

B

How prepared do you

think you are to
perform the skill?

\

responding indi-
viduals.

.

1 = Very important 1 = Very prepared

2 . Somewhat important 2 . Somewhat prepared
3 = Not important 3 = A little prepared
4 = I don't know. 4 = Not prepared

Skill 5 = I don't know.

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5

20. Provide for personal development 75.3 16.2 .9 3.0 38.3 42.8 9.2 3.4 3.0

21. Establish satisfying relationships 74.5 17.4 1.2 2.3 39.5 42.8 8.1 1.9 1.6

22. Assume responsibility for coping
with family problems 841 9.0 .6 2.0 38.6 38.6 12.0 2.5 1.7

23. Assume responsibility for marriage 83.2 8.4 1.4 2.5 38.7 31.7 11.2 8.4 3.3

24. Assumesresponsibility for parenthood 86,2 5.8 1.1 2.0 35.0 29.1 13.8 12.0 3.3

25. Combine careers (homemaleer,

wage-earner, etc.) 61.9 27.4 2.8 2.2 35.0 36.7 11.7 4.4 5.0

r

26. Prepare for child birth 77.a 13.4 1.9 2.2 31.7 27.1 15.1 16.6 3.0

27. Care for infants 84.1 7.3 .8 1.9 40.0 29.5 12.9 8.7 1.4

28. Care for children 83.4 , 7.9 .9 1.9 42.8 29.2 12.1 6.8 1.6

,

29. Choose nutritious food 73.6 19.9 .9 .9 38.4 40.7 11.5 2.2 1.1

30. Shop for'food 66.3 26.0 1.9 - .9 47.3 33.9 10.0 1.6 .9

31. Store food
,,,

.32. Plan, prepare, and serve meals

57.4

-63.8

31.3
27.7

4.4

2.5

1.6

1.2

36.7

40.6
34.4
36.7

15.2
11.7

5.6
3.1

1.6
1.1

33. Select clOthing for self and family 61.9 29.1 -3.4 .9 58.3 27.2 7.0 .9 .5

34. Purchase clothing 61.6 29.4 2.6 1.1 55.8 28.1 7.0 1.2 .5

35. Care 'for textile products 51.6 33.9 5.1 3.3 35.6 36.5 13.4 5.0 2.3

36. Select housing /--7,5.0 15.7 1.4 2.3 28.6 35.9 18.2 8.9 1.7

37. Create a desirable living environment 74.0 17.0 1.1 -1.9 43.1 36.5 8.7 3.4 1.1

38. Maintain and care for housing 76.2 16.0 .9 1.1 52.9 28.6 8.2 2.0 .9

30 Make financial decisions 87.9 5.0 .6 1.2 . 37.3 39.7 12.1 3.3 .8

40. Develop and utilize a money plan 81.0 10.7 1.1 1.4 33.-4 40.4 13.8 4.7 .8

41. Use credit 64.1 21.9 5.0 2.8 32.7 37./k14.0 6.7 1.9

42. Provide for security and protection
through insurance, health plans, etc. 79.5 11.7 1.4 1.2 34.2 34.5 16.2 7.0 .9

43. Purchase goods and services 59.7 28.8 3.0 2.3 32.3 39.5 14.3 4.0 2.2

aa Exercise consumer rights 60.0 26.6 3.6 3.7 24.4 34.2 19.3 9.0 5.9

4
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C

How much instruction DID
you receive in your grades
9-12 home economics courses
to prepare you to perform
this skill?

.

D

How much instruction SWOULD
the skill receive in grades
9-12 home economics courses
to prepare a person to per-
form the skill?

E

How much ADDITIONAL INFOR-

MATION do you think you
would need to be adequately

prepared to perform the skill?
.

40
1 = A great deal 1 = A great deal 1 = A great deal
2 . Some 2 = Some 2 = Some
3 = Very little 3 = Very little 3 = Very little
4 -1-- None 4 = None 4 = None
5 = I don't know. 5 =JI don't know. 5 . I dont know.

1 2' 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 '2 -3 \\ 4 5

27.1 43.2 15.6 5.6 2.0 65.3 23.3 2.8 .2 2.0 14.9 42.6 21.2 11.0 3.6
19.1 37.2 23.6. 11.4 1.9 58.6 27.5 4.7 1.1 1.4 17.1 39.5 20.4 13.1 3.4

19.3 35.9 23.5 12.8 1.6 66.1 21.3 3.6 .8 '.9 22.2 35.3 21.2 11.5 2.6
-21.9 36.7 18.0 14.6 1.4 67.5 20.8 2.8 .5 1.4 23.5 18.5 13.4 2.8
26.6 35.3 17.4 12.6 1.1 72.0 16.6 2.0 .9 1.4 25.8

,34.8

38.3 16.6 9.6 2.8

18.0 37.2 19.3 14.3 2.5 56.8 28.6 3.7 .9 2.0 19.9 35.8 20.2 12.1 3.9

23.3 27.1 21.5 19.3 1.7 65.2 22.9 2.6 .9 1.2 33.7 29.4 15.2 12.3 1.7
26.0 28.1 19.1 17.0 1.7 68.9 18.7 2.8 .9 1.1 29.4 31.7 17.7 11.5 1.9
27.2 29.1 18.4 15:7 1.6 66.6 21.2 1.9 1.4 1.2 26.7 30.9 19.4 12.9 2.0

51.3' 30.0 7.9 3.6 1.1 67.7 22.2 1.7 .6 1.1 16.8 38.7 21.8 14.2 1.7
39.7 32.2 14.6 6.2 s .9 58.9 30.3 2.3 .6 .8 13.8 35.6 23.6 N,.7 1.2
31,1 30.3 20.1 10.3 1.2 55.1 30.9 4.5 1.1 .9 18.7 34.7 .23.5 13.7 1.9
50.1 27.1 9.8 4.7 1.2 62.5 25.8 2.2 .9 1.1 16.6 34.1 -23.6 15.7 1.9

24.9 32.0 19.8 15.4 1.1 43.2 40.9 6.4 1.4 1.2 12.1 31.1 27.1 21.2 1.6
23.6 28.9 21.2 18.4 1.2 42.9 40.4 6.7 1.7 .8 ,11.0 31.1 26.1 22.7 1.7
20.1 31.1 19.6 . 18.8 3.1 43.4 38.3 6.2 1.6 1 3.0 16.5, . 34.5 23.0 14.6 3.7

14.5 25.5 20.4 30.2 1.7 52.4 32.8 4.5 .9 1.9 29.5 34.5 16.0 9.6 2.5
19.6 31.6 19.6 19.4 1.7 54.3 31.6 4.2 ..6 1.1 18.8 35.0 22.9 13.5 1...i

18.5 30.8 19.4 20.8 2.0 55.5 30:6 4.0 .5 1.2 18.4 32.0 22.4 17.7 1.1

16.2 35.5 20.8 .18.4 1.7 74,2 14.9 2.3 .2 .9 27.1 37.3 14.9 12.0 1.1
17.9 35.0 19.6 18.7 1.4 71.1 17.6 2.5 .3 1 '.- 26.3 35.8 15.7 13.1- 1.4
12.0 27.7 22.2 28.0 2.5 62.2 21.5 5.0 1.4 2. 22.7 35.6 18.4 13.7

.

1.7
12.8 26.0 21.6 30.3 2.2 65.8 19.9 4.0 .9 1.. 280 35.1 16.8 10.6 1.6
12.3 35.3 22.4 19.4 3.1 54.7 28.3 6.2 .8 2.0 20.1 37.8 lq.3 12.1 2.8
13.1 27.8 23.2 24.1 4.7 55.4 27.4 6.2 .6 2.6 26.7 35.5 15.9 9.-.6 4.0
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,

45. Please list below any consumer or homemaking skills that were

not listed on page 4 which you think are important.kN
C

If you feel that you need additional information in home econogics, why do

you feel you need information? (Circle each number from 46 to 54 which
applies to you.) e,

'
.

270 46. I ao not feel the need for additional information.

25.8 47. Additional interest was generated by my high school home

economics experience.

19.3 48. My high school home economiks experience was inadequate.

50.7 49. I need additional information to keep up with technological

advances (such as metrics or microwave cooking).

33.6 50. I need additional information to adjust to the energy shortage.

52.6 51.
,

I need additional informatio n to adjust to inflation.

40.4 52. I need additional inforMation in order to combine roles of

homemaking and wage-earning (multiple roles).

33.1 53. I need additional information in order to cope with my daily

responsibilities.

3.0 54. Other (please specifyi

.;

K..

o

. ..

,

ti
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If you obtained additional information in home economics since leaving
high school, was it by: (Circle each number from 55 to 66 which applies
to you.)

.76.4 55. reading magazine articles.

45.9 56. reading.books.

26.0 57. listening to radio programs.

60.0 58. watching television programs.

7.5 59. enrolling in post-secondary adult education programs.

20.5 60. enrolling in a college course.

A4 61. participating in summer courses.

13.2 62. attending short courses or demonstrations (suCh as those
prepared by manufacturers of microwave ovens or the gas
company).

.5.9 63. participating in cooperative extension services.

63.1 64. getting consumer and hothemaking advice from relatives or
friends.

3.6 65. other (please specify)

7.3 66. I did not obtain additional information.

67. Please list any skills or topics WHICH WERE. NOT TAUGHT in the home
economics courses that you took which you hink 'SHOULD BE TAUGHT.
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Georgia State Department of Education

GEORGIA SURVEY OF CONSUMER AND HOMEMAKING EDUCATION PROGRAMS

FORMER STUENT MAIL SURVEY

A Questionnaire for Former Home Economics Students

This survey seeks your opinion of and agcs about your experiences with
consumer and homemaking (home economics) education in high school programs.

N

Directions: For each of the following questions please circlé,the
response you choose as your ans6r. Unless otherwise indicated,
choose only ONE r4sponse for each numbered question. For example,
if the following question were asked, your response might look like
this:

In what state do you currently live?

1. South Carolina
2. Georgia
3. Florida
4. Other

Throughout this survey, please feel free to make additional comments
in the margins. Answer as many of these questions as you can.

5
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. Please answer the following questions about yourself.

1. ,What is yoUr sex?

9.2 1. Male
90.6 2: Female

\
2. How old are you?

.4 1. 18 years,

1.1 2. 19 years
27.7 3. 20 years
46.0 4. 21 years
22.2 5. 22 years ,

2.2 6. 23 or older

3: What is yo6 current marital status?

60.3 1. single

36.2 2. married

3.3 3. divorced or separated
0 4. widowed

4. How many children do you. have?

-,,

/

----,

68.2 1. tfo children \
23.3 2. one child ,

6.7 3. two children
1.1 4. three children

.2 g. 'four children r
0 6. five children
.2 7. more than five chil ren

. ...____

5. What is your current employment status? (Circle all that apply.)

45.8 1. Employed full-time (30 or more hoUrs per week)

13.3 2. Employed part-time (less than 30 hours per week)
21.4 3. Unemployed; seeking wo
10.5 4. Unemployed; not seeking ork
12.9 5. -Full-time homemaker
5.9 6. Part-time homemaker.

6. What is your current stu'dent st tus*?

21.8 T. Full-time student

6.1 2. Part-time student

71.9 3. I am notfa student.

.
r

A

i
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7. With whom do you live?

41.8 1. parents

18.5 2. spouse and children '

16.1 3. spouse only

2.4 4. thildren only
4.3 5. other relatives
9.6 6. roommate(s)
4.3 7. I live alone.
2.0 8. other

8. During high school, were you a member of any of the followAng
homdMaker clu.bs?

I*

42.1 1. Future Homemakers of America (FHA)

2.0 2. other club (please specify)
53.4 3. I was,not a member of any homemaker clubs.

Please answer the following questions about your home economics courses in
grades 9-12.

The names of several home economics units (curriculum areas) are listed
below. Next to each unit name, circle the number of courses you took
within that unit. For example, if you took two courses in Child
Development, you would circle the number "2" following the title for that
unit. Circle "0" for any unit that you did not take. (These titles refer
to curriculum areas and are NOT specific-course titles. We recognize that
the courses you took may have been named somewhat differently.)

9. Comprehensive Homemaking 56.9 22.2 11.1 9.4

10. Family Living 41.4 41.8 12.0 4.6

11. Parenthood Education 61.7 28.8 5.9 3.3

12. Child Development 42.9 36.0' 14.4 6.5
13. Foods and Nutrition 20.5 36.4 23.3 19.2

14. Clothing and Textiles 29.9 38.1 17.4 13.7

15. Housing, Furnishings, and
Management

0
56.7 30.5 9.1 3.3

16. Personal Finance 66.2 25.3 5.9 2.2

17. Consumer Education 67.1 26.1 , 4.3 2.2
18. Other (please specify)

90.0 7.6 1.5 .6

,

19. 'What was the type of course scheduling system used in your high
school? (See Total Group Survey for corresponding percentages)

1. quarter system

2. semester system
3. other (please specify)

53
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A

How important do you

think it is for you
to know how to

,

perform the skill?

B

How prepared do you

think you are to
perform the skill?

Numbers reflect
percentage of cor-
responding indi- , .,

viduals. .

,

.
1 = Very important

2 =.Somewhat important
1 =.Very prepared .

2 = Somewhat prepared
3 = Not important 3 = A little prepared
4 = I don't know. 4 = Not prepared

Skill 5 71'1 don't know.

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5

20. Provide for personal development 76.0 15.0 1.1 2.8 38.3 41.4 9.2 1.5 3.0
21. Establish satisfying relationships 75.0 16.8 1.1 2.0 39.0 42.0 9.1 1.7 1.3
22. Assume responsibility for coping

with family problems 83.7 8.9 .7 2.0 37.3 38.4 12.6 2.6 1.5
23. Assume responsibility for marriage 83.2 7.9 1.5 2.4 39.0 31.1 11.8 7.9 0
24. Assume responsibility for parenthood 85.0 6.3 1.1 2.0 36.4 27.2 14.0 ,12.0 2.6
25. Combine _careers (homemaker,

wge-,earrier, etc.)
.- .

63.6 25.5 2.4 0 33.1 36.8 13.3 4.3 4.4
_st......:

26. Prepare for child birth 76.2 14.0 2.2 2.4 32.7 26.2 14.4 16.6 3.1'''
27. Care for infants 83.5 7.4 0 0 40.9 28.3 12.4 9.1 1.5
.28. Care fbr children 82.1 8.5 1.1 2.2 43.1 27.7 12.6 7.0 1.5

29. Choose nutritious food 72.6 19.8 1.1 1.1 39.9 38_4 11.6 2.2 .7
30. Shop for food 66.0 25.1 2.2 .9 46.6 33.8 10.0 1.5 :7
31. Store food 57.5 30.5 4.3 1.5, 37.2 33.5 15.7 5.2 .9
32. Plan, prepare, wig serve meDls 64.0 26.4 2.6 1.5 41.4 34.2 12.6 3.1 1.1

_

33. Select clothing for self and family 60.3 29.9 3.9 1.1 57.1 27.4 .7.4 1.1 .6 -

34. Purchase clothing - 60.2 29.9 3.0 1.3 54.9 27.5 7.6 1.5, 0
35. Care for textile products 48.6 35.3 5.9 3.7 34.0 35.9 14.4 5.2 2'.8

,

,
.. .

36. Select housing 74.1 16.1 1.5 2.8 30.3 33.3 18.7 9.2 1-.7

37. Create,.4 desirable living environment 73.4 17.2 1.3 2.0 43.8 35.3 8.7 3.7 -1.1

38. Maintinl and care for housing 74.7 17.2 1.1 1.3 54.2 26.8 8.7 2.0 .7

.
_

, ,

09. Make financial decisions . 86.9 5.9 .7 1.5 38.6 38.3 11.8 3.5 .9
'40. pevelop and utilize a money plan 80.2 11.5 1.3 1.5 34.2 39.6 13.9 4.8- .7
41. Use credit 62.7 22.6 5.5 3.1 33.6 36.2 14.2 6.5 2.0
42. Provide for security and protection

through inuranee, health plans etc. 79.5 11.6 1.5 1.3 35.9 32.9 t6.3 7.0 .7
43. Purchase goods and services 57.7 30.7 3.3 2.2 31.6 38.4 15.2 4.6 2.4
44. Exercise cqopitqw_l% rjghts 57.9 28.3 3.7 4.3. 425.0 32.5 19.8 9.1 6.5

7' ?--* ,,.-'"' w :
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C

How much instruCtion DID

you receive in your grades
9-12 home economics courses

to prepare you to perform
this skill?

D

HoW muCh instruction SHOULD

the skill receive in grades
9-12 home economics courses
to prepare a.person to per-

form the skill?,

.

E

How much ADDITIONAL INFOR-
MATION do you think you -
would need to be adequately
prepared to perform the skill?

. ..-

.

. .../ .

1 = A great deaq 1 = A great deal 1 = A great deal
2 = Some . 2 = Some 2 = Some .
3 = Very little 3 = Very little 3 = Very little
4 = None 4 . None

( 4 = None
5 = I don't know.
,

.

5 = I don't know. 5 ..I don't know.
.

,

1 2. , 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

27.7 42.61 15.9 5.7 2.2 64.0 23.8 3.1 .2 1.8 11.7 42.1 21.6 42.0 3.1
18.9

,

.36.0
.

23.5'

.

12:0 2.0 57.7 27.4 , 5.2 .9 1.5. r6.1 38.8 20.5 14.0

\32.2

3.3

18.1 35.5 24.0 12..9' 1.7 64.1 22.0 4.1 .7 .9 21.4 34.4 21.6 ' 2.4
22.0 36..4 17.0' 14.8 1.7 66.2 -21.6 2.6 .4 1.5 21.8 34.6 18.7 14.6 0
25.9 35.1 17.2 12.8 1.3 70..8 16.8 2.2 .9 1.5 22.7 39.4 17.0 10.5 2.8

_

17.7 36.4 18.7 15.2 24 "55.6 27.9 3.5 1.1 2.0 18.9 35.1 20.5 12.8 3.7
. .

.

25.0 28.1 18.5 19.4 1.5 64.0 23.5 3.0 .9 1.1 31.8 29.9 15:0 13.3 1.8 .

27.9 27.7 17.0 17.2 1.5 '67.8 18.7 3.3 1.1 ,9 27.4 32.2 17.9 12.2 - 2,.0

28.3 28.3 17.2 .16.1 1.3 65.6 21.2 2.2 1.7 1.1 25.5 30.9 19.0 13.9 2.2

50.8 29.9 ,7.6 3.5 1.1 65.6%23.5 1.5 .7 .9 16.3 38.8 21.6 13.9 1.5
40.1 32.3 12.9 6.3 .9 57.5 30.9 .7 .8 13.3 36.2 23.1 18.1 1.1
31.6 30.3 18.3 10.5 .1.1 52.9 32.0

.2.0

4.3 1.3 .9 1.8,7- 34.9 22.4 13.5 1.7
49.5 26.8 9.2 5.0 1.3 60.8 26.4 1.8 1.1 1.1 16.1 34.4 22.7 15,5 1.8

,
. .

24.4 , 32.9 18.5 15. 1.3 42.7 40.5 6.5 1.7 1;3 12.8 31.1 25.0 21.8 1.8,
23.8 29.0 19.8 18.5 1.5 42.7 39.2 7.0 2.0 ''.9 11 .8, 30.9 24.0 23.3 . 2.0
19.4 '31.2 18.5 19.2 3.7 4148 37.9 6.7 1.8 3.5 16.6 33.6 22.0 15.2 4.3

15.5. 24.-0 20.3 30.1 1.8 51.6 31,3 4.3 1.1 2.0 27.7 36.9 15.9 9.4 2.8
20.3- 31,4 19.0 18.9 1.8 F3.6 31.6 4.1 .7 1.3 17.2 35.7 22.5 14,.0 1.8 .

_1918' 30.1 19.0 20.1)^ 2.2 54.5 31.1 3.9 .5 1.5 16.5 32.2 22.6 18.7 1.3

17.4 355 20.1 17.7 1.7 73.2 '15.5 2.4 .2 1.1 26.4 37.7 14.8 12.0 1.3
.18.7 36.0 18.1 18.3 1.3 70.4 17.9 2.4 .4 1.3 25.7 36.2 15.5 12.9 1.7
.12.0 28.5 20.5 28.7 2.6 61.0 5.2 1.5 2.4 21.4 37,2 17.7 13.5 2.0
1.2.8 27.0 19.8 31.1 2.2 64.7

,21.8

20.1 4.4 .9 1.8 26.8 36.2 16.6 10.4 1.8
. 12.4 35.9 21.1 20.0 3.1 52.1 29:8 '6.8 .7. 2.4 -18.5 38.6 20.0 11.6 3.1
13.7 28.5 21.6 24.0 5.0 52.9 28:6 7.0 .6 3.1 25.1 36.2 16.3 9.2 . 4:6

5o
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45. Please list below any cqpsumer_ ohomemaking skills that were
not listed on page 4 which you think are important.

If you feel that you need additional information in home economics, why do
you feel you need information? (Circle each number from 46 to 54 which
applies to you.) . /

22.7 46. I do notfeel'the need for additional information.

. 25.7 '47. Additional interest was generated by my high school home

economics experience.

18.1 48. My high school home economics experience was inadequate.

51.4 49. I need additional information to keep up with technological

advances (such as metrics or microwave cookM-a).

31.8 50. I need additional information to adjust to the energy shortage.

54-.2--5-1-., needaddittona-i-1n-fomationto-adjust-toinflation.

41.8 52.

34.2 -53.

3.5 54.

I need.additional inform4tion in order to combine roles of

homemaking and wage-earning (multiple roles).

I need additional information in order to cope with my daily

responsibilities.

Other (please specify)

6
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If you obtained additional information in home economics since leaving
high school, was it by: (Circle each number from 55 to 66 which applies
to you.)

76.9 58. 'reading magazine articles.

43.8 56. reading books.

23.5 57. listening to radio programs.

58.0 '58. watching television programs.

6.1 59. enrolling in post-secondary adult education programs.

18.5 60. enrolling in a college course.

3.9* 61. p-articipating in summer courses.

11.8 62. attending short courses or demonstrations (such as those
prepared by manufacturers of microwave ovens or the gas
company).

5.4 63. participatingoin c4erative extension services.

60.4 64. gettina consume and homemaking advice from relatives or
friends.

---4-A---45-.--other- (pleasespecify)

7.0 66. I did not obtain additional information.

67. Please list any skills or topies WHICH WERE NOT TAUGHT in the home
economics courses that you took which you think-SHOULD BE TAUGHT.

>
Alb
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GEORGIA SURVEY OF CONSUMER AND HOMEM/KING EDUCATION

Former Student Telephone Survey

Good (mornipg/afterrioon/evening), I'd like to speak with
Hello, my name is . I'm calling from National
Evaluation Systems, Inc., here in Amherst, Massachusetts, On behalf.of the
Georgia State Department of Education. (If asked, NES is an educational
research company.)

We are currently conducting a survey throughout Georgia to find out what
the attitddes toward and experiences with home economics education are in
your state. We sent you a questionnaire about your high school education
in home economics, but have not yet received your questionnaire. Would
you mind if I asked you those questions now? (Ilause.) You might like to
read along with me if you still have a copy of fhe questionnaire.

First I'd like t6 ask you some questions about yourself and your
background. Then, I will ask you questions about your home economics
education.

1. What is your sex? (Ask only if you are unsure.)

17.6 I. Male
6

82.4 2. Female

2. How oldare you? (Let-therespondent tell you his/her age and
. then circle the number 1-6 for the correct age below.).

0 1. 18 years
1.0 2. 19 years
28.4 3. 20 years
36.3 4. 21 years
28.4 5. 22 years
5.9 6. 23 or older

3. What is your current marital status?

64.7 1. single
35.3 2. married

3. divorced or separated
4. widowed

*NOTE:

In many cases for individual questions, the percentage of individuals
responding to each category does not total 100% due to non-responses by
some individuals to the question.

5t5
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4. How many children do you have? (Let the respondent tell you the

numbertof children, and then circle the number 1-7 for the number
of children.)

77.0 1. no children
17.0 2. one child

6.0 3. two children
0 4. three children
0 5. four children
0 6. five childreV
0 7. more'than fiie children

5. -Whatis your current employment.statusr Please tell me all

categories that apply.

47.1 1. Employed full-time (30 or more hours per week)

17.5 2. Employed part-time (less than 30 hours per week)
15.7 3. Unemployed; seeking work
15.7 4. Unemployed; not seeking work
8.0 5. Full-time homemaker
8.8 6. Part-time homemaker

6.

7.

What is your current student status?

28.4 1. Full-time student

6.9 2. Part-time student
64.7 3. I am not a student.

With whom do you live?

46.5 1. parents

12.9 2. spouse'and children
20;8 3. spouse only
2.0 4. children only
2.0 5. other relatives
5.9 6. roommate(s)

5.9 7. I live alone.
4.0 8. other

8. During high school, were you a member of any of the following
homemaker clubs?

45.1 1. Future Homemakers of America (FHA)

1.0. 2. other club (please specify)

52.9 3. I was not a member of any homemaker clubs.
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I am going to liSt the names of several home economics units or curriculum
areas. For each unit, please tell me the number of courses you took. For
example, if you took two cOurses in Child Development, you would answer
112" following that title. These titles refer to curriculum areas and are
NOT specific course titles. The courses you took may have been named
somewhat differently. (Circle "0" for any course a respondent did not
take.) All numbers reflect the percentage of corresponding individuals.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

9. Comprehensive Homemaking 48.09 32.4 /12.7 4.9
10. Family Living. 49.0 41.2 6.9 ' 2.9
11. Parenthood Education 44.1 25.5 21.6 2.9 4.9 0 1.0
12. Child Development 53.9 37.3 6.9 2.0
13. Foods and Nutrition 24.5 50.0 14.7 10.8
14. Clothing and Textiles 38.2 41.2 12.7 7.8
15. Housing, Furhishings,

and Management 63.7 29.4 3.9 2.9
16. Personal Finance 74.5 21.6 2.9 1.0
17. Consumer Education 76.5 18.6 2.9 2.0
18. Other (please specify)

89.2 10.8

19. What was the type of course scheduling systeT used in our high
school? (See Total Group Survey for corresponding percentages)

1. quarter:system
2. semester system
3. other (please specify)

^

6.)
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I am going to read you six lists of skills. I would like you to answer some questions about

those skills. (It is not necessary to read the section tit/es to the respondent.)

SECTION 1: FAMILY LIVING/PARENTHOOD EDUCATION

A B

INSTRUCTIONS: Ask ALL respondents all As I read this list As I reread the list

Questions "A" through 7. for each skill of skills, tell me how of skills, tell me how

listed in,this section. However, if a i ortant you think it prepared you think

respondent who answered "0" to each is for you to know how you are to perform the

question 9, 10, and 11 on page 3 indicates to perform each skill. skill. Please answer

that s/he is uncomfortable answering ylease answer Very Very prepared; Somewhat

questions perta4ing to these skills important; Somewhat prepared; A little pre-

(because s/he diTnot take courses in important; Not impor- pared; Not prepared; or

this area) go to .Section 2: CHILD tant; or I don't know I don't know for each

DEVELOPMENT after the respondent has for each skill, skill.

answered Question "A" for all skills.
(Read the list of (Read the list of
skills and circle the skills,and .circle the

number corresponding number corresponding
to the respondent's.

.14
answer.)

to the respondent's
.

answer.)

1 = Very important 1 = Very prep, ared ,

. 2 = Somewhat important '2 = Somewhat prepared
= Not important

I don't know
3 = A little prepared
4 = Not-pre-Par-ed

--

.
5 = I don't know

. .-

4 1 2 3 4 l \ 3 4 5

20. Provide for personal development 71.6 22.5 0 3.9 35.3 500 8.8 1.0 2.9

21. Establish sa fyin9 relationships 71.6 20.6 2.0 3.9 42.2 47.1 2.9 2.9 2.9'

22. Assume responsi lity for coping

with family probl ms 86.3 9.8 2.0 2.0 45.1 39,2 8.8 2.0 2.9

23. Assume responsibility for marriage 83.3 10.8 1.0 2.9 37.3 35.3 7.8 10.8 6.9

24. Assume responsibility for parenthood 92.2 2.9 1.0 2.0 27.5 39.2 12.7 11.8 6.9

25. Combine careers, for example, as a

homemaker and wage-earner 52.9 37.3 4.9 2.9 45.1 36.3 2.9 4.9 7.8

6
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a's*

C

How much instruction did you
0

How much instruction

_

should How

. E

much additional informa-
receive to prepare you to the skill receive in grases tion do you think you would
perform this skill .in your 9-12 home economics courses

.

need to be adequately pre-
grades 9-12 home economics to prepare a person to per- pared to perform the skill?
courses? Please answe'r A form the skill? Please Please answer A great deal;
great deal; Some;, Very answer A great deal; Some; Some; Very little; None; or
little; None; or I don't Very little; None; or I rdbn't knclw for each skill.
know for each skill. (Read don't know for each skill. (Read the list of skills and
the list of skills and circle (Read the list of skills circle the number corre-
the number corresponding to and circle the number corre- sponding,to the respondent's
the respondent's answer.)

,
sponding to the respondent's answer.)

, answer.)

,

-
i

1 = A great deal 1 = A great dil 1 = A,great deal
2 = Sbme -2Sört 2 = Sbme
3 = Very little 3 = Very little 3 =°Very little
4 = None 4 = None 4 = N6ne
5 = I don't know 5 = I don't know _5 I don't know

1 2' . 45 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
.

.

23.5 49.0 18.6 4.9 1.0 72.5 20.6 1.0 2.9 2.9 21.6 45.1 18.6 5.9 5.9

20.6 43.1 24.5 7.8 1.0 63.7 28.4 2.0 2.0 1.0 22.5 43.1 19.6 7.8 3.9

24.5 38.2 20.6 11.8 1.0 76.5 17.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 26:5 40.-2 18.6 7.8 3.9

21.6 38.2 23.5 13.7 74.5 16.7 3.9 1.0 1.0 ,32,4 36.3 17.6 6.9 3.9

30.4 36.3 18.6 11.8 78.4 15.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 4242 32.4 14.7 4.9 2.9

19.6 41.2 22.5 9.8 2.9 57.8 32.4 4.9 0 2.0 25.5 39.2 18.6 8.8 4.9

62
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SECTION 2: CHILD DEVELOPMENT

INSTRUCTIONS: Ask ALL respondents all
QuestionS "A" through "E" for each skill
listed in this section. However, if a
respondent who answered "0" to questions 9
and 12 on page 3 indicates that s/he is
uncomforeglere-answering questions pertain-

ing to theie skills (because s/he did mit
take courses in this area), go to Section 3:
FOODS AND NUTRITION after the respondent
has answeredeztion "A" for all skills.

A

As I read this list
of skjlls, tell me how
important you think it
is for you to know how
to perform each skill.
Please anSwer Very
important; Somewhat
important; Not impor-
tant; or I don't know

for-each skill.

(Read the list of

skills and circle the
number corresponding
to the respondent's
answer.)

1 = Very important

2 = Somewhat important
3 = Not important
4 = I don't know

As I reread the list

of skills, tell me how
prepared you think

you are to perform the
skill. Please answer
Very prepared; Somewhat
prepared; A little pre-
pared; Not prepared; or
I don't know for each

skill.

(Read the list of

skills and circle the
number corresponding
to the respondent's
answer.)

1 = Very prepared

2 = Somewhat prepared
3 = A little prepared
4 = Not prepared
5 = I don't know

11.

26. Prepare for child birth

27. Care for infants

28. Care for children

84.3

87.3

90.2

2

9.8

6.9

4.9

3

o .

4

1.0

1.0

0

1 2 3 4 5

26.5 31.4 18.6 16.7 2.0

35.3 36.3 15.7 6.9 1.0

41.2 37.3 9.8 5.9 2.0

%ea.

6,3
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0

C

How much instruction did you
receive to prepare you to
perform this, skill in your
grades 9-12 home economics
courses? Please answer A

-great deal; Some; Very

little; None; or I don't
know for each skill. (Read

the list of skills and circle
the number corresponding to
the respondent's answer.)

1 = A great deal

2 = Some
3 = Very little
4 = None
5 = I don't know

D

How much instruction should
the skill receive in grades
9-12 home economics courses,
to prepare a person to per-
form the skill? Please
answer A great deal; Some;

Very little; None; or I
don't know for each skill.
(Read the list of skills ,

and circle the number corre-

sponding to the respondent's
answer.)

1 = A.great deal

2 = Some

3 = Very little
4 = None

5 = I don't know -

E .

How much additional informa-
tion do you think you would

need to be'adequately pre-
pared to perform the skill?
Please answer A great deal;
Some; Very little; None; or

I don't kno0 for each skill.
(Read the list of skills and
circle the-number corre-
sponding to the respondent's

answer.)

1 = A great deal
2 = Some

3 = Very little
4 = None

5 = I don't know

1

19.7

15.7

21.6

2

21.6

30.4

33.3

3

37.3

30.4

24.5

4

18.6

15.7

13.7

5

2.9

2.9

2.9

1

71.6

74.5

71.6

2

19.6

18.6

21.6

3

1 .0

o

o

4

1 .0

o

o

5

2.0

2.0

.2.0

1

44.1

40.2

33.3

2

26.5

29.4

31.4

3

16.7

16.7

21.6

4

6.9

7.8

7.8

5

1.0

1.0

1.0

4

t

64
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SECTION 3: FOODS AND NUTRITION

IMSTRUCTIQMS: ,IAsk ALL respondents all
Questions "A" through "E" for eaCh skill
listed in this section. However, if a
respondent who answered "0" to questions 9
and 13 on page 3 indicates that s/he is
uncomfortable answering questions pertain-

ing to these skills (because s/he did ncit
take courses in this area), go to Section 4:
CLOTHING,AND TEXTILES after the respondent
has answered Question "A" for all skills.

A

As I read this list
of skills, tell me how
important you think it

is for you to know how
to perform each skill.
Please answer Very
important; Somewhat,
important; Not impor-
tant; or I don't know

for each skill.

t(Read the list of

skills and circle the
number correspondingA
to the respondent's
answer.)

1 = Very important

2 = Somewhat important
3 = Not important
4 = I don't know

B,

As I reread the list
of skills, tell me how
prepared you think

you are to perform the
skill. Please answer

Very prepared; Somewhat
prepared; A little pre-

pared; Not prepared; or
I don't know for each

skill.

(Read Fhe lise of

skillA dhd circle the
numb r corresponding
to tfhe respondent's
ans er.)

1 f Very prepared

2 f Somewhat prepared

3 A little prepared
4 Not prepared
5 I don't know

29. Choose nutritious.foods

30. Shop for food

31. Store food

32. Plan, prepare, and serve meals

1

78.4'
4,

67

56

62.

2

2Q. 6

-39.4

,35.3

34.3

3

0

0

4.9

2.0.

4

1.0

2.0.

1

30.4

51.0

34.3

36.3

2 3 4 5

52.9 10.8 2.9

34.3' 9.8 2.0 2.0

39.2 12.7 7.8 4.9

50.0 6.9 2.9 1.0
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C

How much instruction did you
: receive to prepare you to

D

How much instruction
the skill receive in

should

.

How much
tion

,

E .

additional informa=
grades do you think you would .

perform this skill in your '9-12 home economics courses . TIFEJ to be adequately pre-
grades 9-12 home economics to prepare a person to per- , pared to perform the skill?
courses? Please answer A form the skill? Please Please answer A greatdeal;
great deal; Some; Very answer A great dealt Some; Some; Very little; None;. or
little; None; or I don't Very little; None; or I I don't know for each skill.
know for each skill. (Read don't know for each skill. , -Need the list of. skills and
the list of skills and circle (Read the list of skills circle the number corre-
t)e number corresponding to and circle the number corre- sponding to the respondent's
the respondent's answer.) sponding to the respondent's answer.)

answer.)

r.

1 = A great deal 1 ='A great deal 1 = A great deal
2 = Some 2 = Some

.

2 = Some
3 = Verry little 3 = Very little 3 = Very little
4 = None 4 = None 4 = None
5 = I don't know 5 = I don't know

-
5 = I don't know

,

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

53.9 30.4 9.8 3.9 1.0 78.4 15.7 2.9 0 2.0 19.6 38.2 22.5 15.7 2.9

37.3 31.4 23.5
\

5.9 1.0 66.7 27.5 3.9 0 1.0 16.7 32.4 26.5 21.6 2.0

28.4 30.4 29.4 8.8 2.0 66.7 25.5 5.9 0 1.0 18.6 33.3 29.4 14.7 2.9

52.9 28.4 12.7 2.9 1.0 71.6 22.5 3.9" 0 1.0 19.6 32.4 28.4 16.7 2.0
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SECTION CLOTHI3rAND TEXTILES

INSTRUCTIONS: Ask ALL respondents all
Questions ".4" through "E" for each skill
listed in this section. However, if a
respondent who answered "0" to questions 9
'and 14 on page 3 indicates that s/he is
uncomfortable answering quest4ons pertaining
to these skills (because s/he did not take
courses in this area), go to Section 5:
HOUSING, FURNISHINGS, AND MANAGEMENT after
the respondent has answered Question "A"
for all.skills:

A

As I read this list
of skills, tell me how
important you think it

is for you to know how
to perform each skill.
Please answer Very
important; Somewhat

important; Not impor-
tant; or I don't know

for each skill.

(Read the List of
skills and circle the
number corresponding,
to the respondent''s

answer.)

1 = Very important

2 = Somewhat important
3 = Not important
4 = I don't know

As I reread the list'

of skills, tell me how
prepared you think

you are to perform the
ski,11. Please answer
Very prepared; Somewhat
prepared; A little pre-

pared; Not prepared; or
I don't know for each

skill.

(Read the list of
skills and circle tire
number corresponding
to the respondent's
answer.)

1 = Very prepared

= Somewhat prepared
3 = A little prepared
4 = Not prepared
5 = I don't know

33. Select clothing-for self and family

34. Purchase clothing'

35. Care for textile products

1

70.6

68.6

67.6

.2

24.5

26.5

26.5

3

1.0

1.0

1.0

4 1 3 4 5

64.7 26.5 4.9 0

60.8 31:4 3.9 0

44.1 40.2 7.8 3.9
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,

C . D
, E

ow much instruction did you How much instruction should How much additional informa-
r eive to prepare you to , the skill receive in grades tion do you think you would
perform this skill in your 9-12 home economics courses need to be aOquately pre-
grad6s 9-12 home economics to prepare a person to per- pared to perform the skill?
couries? Please answer A form the skill? Please Please answer A great deal;
great deal; Some; Very answer A great,dbal; Some; Some;.Very little; None; or
little; None; or I don't Very little; None; or I I don't know for each skill.
know for each skill. (Read don't know for each skill. (Read the list of skills and
the list of skills and circle (Read the list of skills circle the number corre-
the number corresponding to and circle the number corre- sponding Co the respondent's
the respondent's answer.) sponding to the respondent's answer.) .

answer.) .

,

1 = A great deal
,

1 = A great deal 1 1 = A great deal
2 = Some. 2 = Some. 2 = Some
3 = Very little
4 = Norte

3 . Very little
4 = None

3 . Very little
.

4 = None
5 = .1 don't know 5 = I don't know 5 = I don't know

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 - 3 4 5 _4(
..I.N

1 2 3 4 5

(
.

27.5 27.5 26.5 14.7 0 46:1 43.1 5.9 0 1.0 8.8 31.4 38.2 17.6 0

22.5 28.4 28.4 16.7 0 44.1 47.1 4.9 0 d'0 6.9 32.4 37.3 19.6 0

23.5 30.4 25.5 16.7 0 52.0 40.2 3.9 0 0 15.7 39.2 28.4 11.8 1.0

ter
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SECTION 5: HOUSING, FURNISHINGS, AND MANAGEMENT

INSTRUCTIONS: Ask ALL respondents all
Questions "A" through "E" for.each skill
liste4 in this section. However, if a

respondent who answered "0" to questions 9
and 15 on page 3 indicates that s/he is
uncomfortable answering questions pertaining

to these skills (because s/he did not take
courses in this area), go to Section 6:
PERSONAL FINANCE/CONSUMER EDUCATION after
the respondent has answered Question "A"
for all skills.

-A

As I read this list
of skills, tell me how
important you think it

is for you to know how
to perform each skill.
Please answer Very
important; Somewhat
important; Not impor-
tant; or I don't know

for each skill.

(Read the list of ,

skills And circle the
number corresponding
to the respondent's
answer.)"

1 = Very important

2 = Somewhat important
3 =Not important
4 = I.On't know

As I reread the list
of skills, tell me how
prepared you think

you are to perform the'
skill. Please answer

Very prepared; Somewhat
prepared; A little pre-

pared; Not prepared; or
I don't know for each

skill.

.(Read the list of
skills and circle the
number corresponding
to the respondent's
answer.) ,

1 =.Very prepared,
2 = Somewhat prepared
3 = A little prepared
4 = Not prepared
(5 = I don't know

36. Select housing

37. Create a desirable living environment

38. Maintaih and care for housing

79.4

77.5

'84.3

13.7

15.7

9.8

3

1 .0"

1.0

0

4

19.6 50.0 15:7 6.9 2.0

39.2 43.1 8.8 2.0 1.0

46.1 38.2 5,9 2.0 2.0.

"hv
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,

C

How much instruction did yotk,

receive to prepare you to
perform this skill in your
grades 9-12 home economics
courses? Please answer A
great deal; Some; Very
little; None; or I don't
know for each skill. (Read
the list vf skills and circle
the4number corresponding to
the respondent's answer.)

.

I ` -
1 =IA great deal

2 = Some
3.= Very little
'4 = None

5 . I don't-know .

#..
D

How much instruction
the skill receive
9-12 home economics'courses
to prepare a,person
torm the skill?
answer A great deal;

Very little; None;
don't know for each
fRead the list of
and circle the number'corre-
sponding to the
answer.)

1 = A great deal:

2 = Some

3 = Very little
4 = None

5 = I don't know

_

should How much
tion

.

E

additional informa-
in grades

to per-

Please
Some;

or I
skill.

skill

respondent's

.

.

do you think you w u

to be,adequately re-
to perform the s ill?

1

answer A great deal;
Very little; N.tie i; or

kno or eac skill.

the 11 t of s ills and
the rmber .orre-
to the re.pondent's

...

great d-al

.

li, le

don' know

need

pared
Please
Some;

I don't

.(Read
circle
sponding
answer.)

,

1 = A

2 = Some

3 = Very
4 = pone

5 = I

1

8.8

15.7

11.8

2

33.3

32:4

34.3

3

20.6

22.5

21.6

4

30.4

22.5

25.5

5
,

4.0

1.0

1.0

1

56.9

57.8

60.8

.

2

..

30.4

31.4

28.4

3

.

5.9

4.9

4.9

4

0

0

0

5

1.0

0

0

39.2

27.5

28.4

, 2

26.5

31.4

31.4

3

16.7

24.5

2).6

45

10.8

10.8

12.7

---..---...,

.

.

1.0

0

0

7 0 /
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ore

SECTION 6: PERSONAL FINANCE/CONSUMER EDUCATION ---

4
INSTRUCTIONS: Ask ALL respondents all
Questioni "A" through "E" for each skill
listed in this section. However, if a
respondent who answered "0" to questions 9,
15 and 16 on page 3 indicates that s/pe is
uncomfortable 'answering questions pertaining
to these skills (beCause s/he'did not take
courses in this area), turn the page and
continue with question 45 after the
respoOent has answered Questi6n "A"
for all skills.

7

- A

As I read this list
of skills, tell me how
important you think it
is for you to know How
to perform each skill.
Please answer Very
important; Somewhat
important; Not impor-
tant; or I don't know
for each skill.

(Read the list of
skills andAcil-cl the

number corliesponding
tobthe respondent's
answer.)

1 = Very important

2 = Somewhat impo'rtant

3 = Not important
4 I don't know

B

As I reread the list

of skills, tell me how
prepared you think

you are to perform the
skill. Please anSwer
Very prepared; Somewhat
prepared; A little pre-

pared; Not prepared; or
I don't know for each

skill.

(Read the list of
Akills and.,circle the

number corresponding
to the respondent's
answer.)

1 = Very prepared
2 = Somewhat prepared
3 = A little prepared
4 = Not prepared
5 = I don't know

39. Make financial decisions

40. Otvelop and, utilize a money plan

41. Use cred1 5----

42. Provide for security -and 'protectioi .

through insurance, health plans, etc.

43. Purchase goods.and services

44. Exercise consumer rights

1

93.1

85.3

71.6

79.4

70.6

71.6

2

0

6.9

18.6

11.8

18.6

17.6

-3

0

2.0

1.o

1.0

2.9

4

0

1.0

1.0

1.0

2.9

1.0

1 2 3 4 5

30.4 47.1 13.7 2.0

429.4 45.1 13.7 1.0

27.5 44.1 12.7 7.8 1.0

,25.5 43.1 15.7 619 2.0

36.3 45.1 9.8 1.0 1.0

21.6 43.1 16.7- 8.8 2.9

a
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. C D E

How much instruction did you How much instruction should How much additional informa-
receive to prepare you to the skill receive in grades tion do you think you would
perform this skill in your 9-12 home economics courses need to be adequately pre-
gradeis 9-12 home economics to prepare a person to per- pared to perform the skill?
coursbs? Please answer A form the skill? Please Please answer A great deal;
great deal; Some; Very answer A great deal; Some; Some; Very little; None; or
little; None; or I don't Very little; None; or I I don't know for each skill.
know for each skill. (Read don't know for each'skill. (Read the list of skills and
the list pf skills and circle \(Read the list of skills, circle the number corre-
t1,e number corresponding to Ind circle the number corre- sponding to the respondent's
the respondent's answer.) sponding to the re:spondent's answer.)

answer.)

,

1 = kgreat deal 1 = A great deal 1 = A great deal
2 = Some 2 = Some 2 = Some
3 = Very little 3 = Very little .i 3 = Very little
4 = None 4 = None 4 = None
5 = I don't know 5 = I don't know 5 t I don't know

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4, 5 1 2 3 4 5

.
,

9.8 35.3 24.5 21.6 2.0 79.4 11.8 2.0 0 0 30.4 '35.3 15.7 11.8 0

13.7 29.4 27.5 20.6 2.0 74.5 15.7_ 2.9 0 0 29.4 33.3 16.7 13.7

11.8 23.5 31.4 24.5. 2.0 68.6 19.6 3.9 1.0 0 29.4 27.5 21.6 14.7 0

12.7 20.6 31.4 26.5, * 71.6 18.6 2.0 1.0 0 34.3 29.4 17.6 11.8 0

11.8 .32.4 29.4 16.7 2.9 68.6 20.6 2.9 1.0 0 28.4 33.3 15.7 14.7 1.0

9.8 24,5 31.4 24.5 2.9 68.6 21.6 2.0 1.0 0- 35.3 31.4 13.7 11.8 1.0

Y.

7 '4 )

1
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45. Are there any consumer or homemaking skills which I did not
list that you think are important? (List any skills the
respondent names.)

46. Do you feel that you need additional information in home
economics?

1. yes (Proceed to question 47.) 50.0 .

2. no (Proceed to question 55.) -47.1

(47-54) I will read a list of reasons why some people 'lay they need more
, information about home economics. As I readjhis list, please

say "yes" for each reason, if any, which applies to you.
(Circle the number for each reason to which the respondent says
Mygsrl.)

26.44 .47. Additional interest was generated by my high school home
economics experience.

25.5 48. My high §chool home economics experience was inadequate.

47.1 49. I need additional information to keep up with

technological advance.

43.1 50. I need additional information to adjust to the energy

1
shortage.

44.1 51. I need.addition'al information to a'djust,to inflation.

33.3 52. I need ,Additional information in order to'combine roles
0 of homemaking and wage-earning (in other words, multiple

roles).

27.5 53. I need additional information in order4to cope with my,
daily responsibilities.

0 54. Other (please specify)

r/

1 73
e

t,
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(55-66) If you obtained additional information in home economics since

leaving high school, was it by: (Circle the number for each one
that applies.)

73.5 55. reading,magazine articles.

56.9 56. reading books.

39.2 57. listening to radio programs.

70.6 58. watching televlsion programs.

14.7 59. enrolling in post-secondary adul,t education programs.

31.4 60. 'enrolling in a college course.

6.9 61. participating in summer courses.

20.6 62. attending short courses or demonstrations (such as
those prepared by manufacturers of microwave ovens or
the gas company).

8.8 63. participating in cooperative'extefision services.

77.5 64. getting consumer and homemaking advice from relativw
or friends.

4 0 65. other (please specify)

8.8 66. I did not obtain additional information.

67. Please name any skills or topics which were not taught in
the home economics courses that you took which'you think
should'be taught. Please be as specific as possible.

*
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We are interested in cinding ways to improve our future surveys. Did you
receive a copy of theturvey in the mail?
(If "yes" to the preceding question ask:)

Was there any.particular reason why you were unable to return the survey?

Do yod havNny suggestions for future questionnaires?

That completes the q4estions Izhave to ask you. I would like to thank you
for taking time to answer these questions. Your rgsponses will be very
helpful tcr.the State Department of Education in making recommendations for,
improving home economics education. Are there any other comments,
concerns, or suggestions you have regarding your home economics
education? (Note all comments on the4bottom of this page.) Is there
anything you would like to ask me? (If s/he asks any specific questions
about the home economics program, direct the ;espondent to Roslyn Peller
(404-656-2547) and Francis King (404-656-25451) at the State Department of
Education.) Thank you again. Good (morning/afternoon/evening).

4 ',

J.

4

NIN.,

3
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'APPENDIX C c
Data Collection Correspondence
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National Evaluation Systems, Inc.
-68-

March 5, 1982

Dear Former Student:

The Georgia Research Coordinating Unit of the Office of Vocational Education is
currently conducting a survey to determine the effectiveness of Georgia's high school
consumer home economics program in providing instruction of essential consumer
and homemaking skills. The results of the survey will be used in our eff orts to update
the home economics curriculum.

As a former student who has participated in the hoine economics program, you are
the most valuable source of information about the adequacy of the honie economics

A

Ttd Georgia State Department of Education has contracted National Evaluation
Systems, Inc., (NES) of Amherst, Massachusetts to conduct the survey. In a few
weeks you will be receiving a cover letter, a survey questionnaire, and a postage-paid
return envelope from NES. The questionnaire will ask you a number of questions
about the home economics course(s) you took, your impressions of the instruction,
suggestions for improving the curriculum, and several other questions. This
information will help us to make changes in the program and better serve our
students. When you receive the questionnaire, we would greatly appreciate your
cooperation in completing it and returning it to NES in the postage-paid envelope
provided at your earliest convenience.

To ensure that the questionnaire is mailed to your current address, would yoU please
complete the information on the enclosed postage-paid return postcard and return
the pcstcard at your earliest convenience. If you have any questions about this
survey, pleale do not hesitate to call, collect, Roslyn Peller, Coordinator of
Vocational Ervaluation at the State Department of Education (404-656-2547) or
Sharon Downs, Projec; Manager at NES (413-256-0444). Thank you in advance for
your time and cooperation.

Roslyn Peller

r
i46`771- Y4(54-0)".3

Sharon L. Downs
Coordinator, Vocational Evaluation Project Manager, NES

SLD/lac/4676C
C392

Mailing Addrass:
Post OM. Box 226

Antimest, Mass. 01004. .

7

30 Catehousto Road.
Antharst, Mass. 01002

Allophone: (413)256-0444
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1981-82 Georgia Survey of Consumer and Homemaking"Education Programs

Advance 4otification Postcard

fl

BUSINESS REPLY CARD
F IRST CLASS PERMIT NO 181 AMHERST MA

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADORESSEE

National Evaluation Systems, Inc.
30 Gatehouse Road. C392 03

Post Office Box 226
Amherst, Massachusetts 01004

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY-
IF MAILED

IN THE
UNITED STATES

Georgia Survey of Consumer and
Homemaking Education Programs

.

Is your address above correct? YES "aIf no, please provide us with your correct address:

If you changed your name since graduation, What is your new name:
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National Evaluation Systems, Inc,

-70-
March 26, 1982 ,

Dear Former Student: 0 zOz'
The Georgia State Department of Education (GSDE) would lik94o invite you to
participate in a study beineconducted for the Department b National Evaluation
Systems, Inc. (NES) of Amherst, Massachusetts. The purpose of this study is to find

: out how you and other former students feel about their home economics education.
answers will help the State Department of Education in making

recommendations to improve home economics education in Georgia for you and your
family.

Enclosed with this letter is a surve /whicu has been sent to approxi mately#other
form.er home economics students hrouhout the state who were chosen at random.
Thee survey mainly asks how yot: feel about the home economics0 education yo4
received. Even if you only tE one home economics course, your answers are'e
important because they will be usedo represent the feelings of all of the students ina Georgia who are similar to you. 0 -----------0 0We would greatly appreciate your help in conducting this study. It will only

ct_§,tut-15 minutes to complete the survey. Please return it to NES in the postage-paid
--envelope enclosed. Please return your completed questionnaire by April.,16, 1982. All

of your answers will be treated confidentially and will be used only in -dbm nation
with the answers of other formEr students. The I.D. number printed on the survey
be used for office coding purposes and to brè& down responses by year of graduation 0
and region of the state. 0
Alio enclosed is an Address Correction Form which lists former students for whom we
have not been able to find correct addresses. If you know any ,of these fellow
students' addresses, would you take a second to complete the Address Correction
Form and return it to us with your questionnaire?

t

, --.
If you have any questions cr comments about the survey, please do not hesitate to
contact Sharon Downs at National Evaluation Systems, (413) 256-0444.

0Thani4utor your help.

0Sincerely,

Roslyn Peller .,
Coordinator, Vocational Education Project Manager, NES

Sharon L. Downs

,

SLD:km c
C392:4577C
Enclosure

Melling Address:
.....___ Post Moe Bali 226

Amherst, Mass. 01004 ,

30 Gatehouse Road,
Amherst. Mass. 01002

Telephone: (413) 256-0444
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Natignal Evaluati9r,Systems, Inc. \

April 30, 1982

Dear Former Student:

Because you graduated from a Georgia high school in 1978 or 1979, and have taken
home..economics courses in high school, you were sent (approximately three weeks
ago) a questionnaire about your home economics education. Your: comments, as a
graduate, are a very important source of information for the Georgia State
Department of Education about how it might change the program to best meet the
needs of students.

WE CANNOT STRESS ENOUGH HOW IMPORTANT YOUR RESPONSE IS TO US!
Perhaps the first questionnaire did not reach you for some reason. Won't you please
take a few mirutes now to complete and return this questionnaire in the postage-paid
return envelope provided?

We would appreciate receiving your completed questionnaire by Friday, May 14. If
your questionnaire is already in the mail, thank you!

Your help in this important project is greatly appreciated. If you have any questions,
please feel free to call Sharon Downs at National Evaluation Systems, Inc. (W)
256-0444, collect.

Roslyn Peller
Coordinator, Vocational Education
Georgia State Department of Education

...

SLD/Iac/5179C
C392
Enclosure

Mailing Address:
Post 011los Box 226

Anthetrst. Mass. 01004

,

Sharon L. Downs, M.S.
tProject Manager
National Evaluation Systems, Inc.

40E57
80

.

30 Gatehouse Road,
Amherst. Mass. 01002

Telephoner (413)256-0444

-

,



Georgia State De artment of Education

1

,

GEORGIA SURVEY OF CONSUMER AND HOMEMAKING EDUCATION PROGRAMS

A Questionnaire for Former Home Economics Students

This survey seeks your opinion of and asks about your experiences with consumer and
homemaking (home economics) education in high school programs.

I

1

Directions: For each of the following questions please circle the response you
choose as your answer. Unless otherwise indicated, choose only ONE response
for each numbered question. For example, if the following question were
asked, your response might look like this:

,

In what state do you currently live?
.

1. South Carolina

9 Georgia
. Florida

4. Other

Throughout this survey, please feel free to make additional comments in the
margins. Answer as many of these questions as you can.

00

\

81
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Please answer the following questions about yourself.

1. What is your sex?

1. Male
2. Female

2. How old are you?,

1. 18 years
2. 19 years
3. 20 years
4. = 21 years
5. 22 years
6. 23 or older

3. What is your current marital status?

1. single
2. married
3. divorced or separated
4. widowed

4. PHow many children do you have?

1. no children
2. one child
3. two children
4. three children
5. four children
6. five children
7. more than five children

a

5. What is your current employment status? (Circle all that apply:),

1. Employed full-time (30 or More hours per week)
2. Employed part-time (less than 30 hours per week)
3. Unemployed; seeking work
4. Unemployed; not seeking work
5. Full-time homemaker

. 6. Part-time homemaker

6. What is your current student status?

1. FUll-time student
2. Part-time student
3. I am not a student.

1
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7., With whom do you live?

1. parents
2. spouse and.èhildren
3. spouse only
4. chilOren, only
5. other relatives
6. roommate(s)
7. I live alone.
8. other ,

8. During high school, were you a member of any of the following homemaker
clubs?

1. Future Homemakers of America (FHA)
2. other club (please specify) .-
3. I was not a member of any homemaker clubs.

Please answer the following questions about your home economics courses in grades

s.

9-12.

4

,

The names of' several' home economics ,units (curriculum areas). are listed beloW.
Next to each unit name, circle the nulnbef of courses you took within that unit. Foi
exathplk if you took two courses Child Development, you would circle the number"2" fonwing the title for that ,unit. Circle "0" for any inlit that you did not take.(These titles refer to curriculum areas and are NOT specific course tilles. We
recognize that the courses you took may have been named someWhat differently.)

f
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.

4 a
ComprehensiVe Homemaking
Family Living
Parenthwad Education
Child Development
Foods and Nutrition
Clothing and Textiles ,

v.
'Housing, Furnishings, and Management
Personal Fiquice ,

Constimet Education
Other (please specify),

0 1 2
0 '1 2

0 1 2
0 1 2
0 1 2
0 1 2
0 1 2
0 , 1- 2

0 1 2
G 1 2

your high school?

,3

3

3

3

3

3

3
3

3,
. 3

r

What was the type of ,661irse scheduling system'used in

1. quarter systeni,
2. sem ester, sys
3. other (pleases ify)

8 3



Please answer each of the five qbestions A-E for each skill listed below.
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Skill

A
How important do you

'think it is for Ou, .

to know how to
perform the skill?

1 = Very important
2 = Somewhat important
3 = Not important
4 = I don't know.

20.
21.
22.

'
23.
24.
25.

. Provide for personal developinent
Eitablish satisf&g relatlipships ,

Assume responabgtry for coping
with family problems ,

Assume responsibility for mthiage
Assume responsibility fOr parenthood
Combine careers.,(homemaker,
wage-earner, ete':)

1

1

I
1
1

1

2
2

2
2
2

2

3
3

3
3
3

3

4
4

4
4
4

4

i
26. Prepare for child birth 4 1 2 3 4
27. Care for infants 1 2 3 428. Care for children 1 2 a 4

29. Choose nutritious food - . 2 3 4
30. Shop for food 1 2 3. 4
31. Store food 1 2 b 432. Plan, prepar%itrov4 meals 2 , 3 , 4

33. Sel;4,3flothing!for. self and family 1 2 3 4
Purch clothing 1- 2 3 4

35. Care for textile products 1. 2 3 4

36. Select housing; '1 3 4
37. Create a desirable living environment 1 3 4 tk
38. Maintain and care kr housing * 1 2. - 3 4

39. Make financial decisions - 3 4
46. Develop and utilize a Money plan .e 2 1 441: 'Use credit 3 4
42.. Provide for security and(Orotection

,2

through insuraned, health plans, etc. 1. . '2 3 4
43. kirchase goods and services 1 2 (3 4
44. ;Exercise consumer' rights 1 2 3 4

8'4

How prepared do
you think you are
to perf orm the
skill?

1 = Very 'prepared
'2 = Somewhat' prepared_
3 = A little prepared
4 = Not prepared
5 = I don't know.

2 3 4 , 5
2 3 4 5

2345
2 3 45 5
2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1

A
1

2 , 3 4f '4 5
2 3 ;S
2 3, , 4 5

2 3 4 5 I
2 3 .4 5-

-2 3 4 5
2 3 4 :6 \t"

1 2 3 - 4 5 -
1 2 3 4 . 5

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 t. 4

5,

5.
5

1.
1
1

'2 3

2 3 4
2 3 . 4

5'
5
5

1 2 3..4s,5,r
1 2 a 3 4 '5 al
1 2 3 4 5

-r
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'1' ,,, c
tio.., much-instrqction DID
VDU receive in your grades
142 home economics courses
s prepare you to perform

this skill?

[
1 = A great-deal
2 =Some
3 = Very little.
4,= None
5 = I don't know.

. D
Iislw much instruction SHOULD
the skill receive in grades
9-12 home economics courses
to prepare a person to per-
form-the skill?

1 = A great deal

3*2

= Some
.

.

-= Very little.
4 = None
.5 = rdorfakox.

,
E

How much ADDITIONAL INFOlt-
MAtION do you think you
would need to be adequately
prepared to perform the skill?

.1 = A great deal
2 = Some
3 = Very little 4. fa,

4 = None
5 = I don't know.

1

1
,.., 1

1

1

2

2
2

2

2

3 4

3 4
3 4
3 4

3 4

5

5
5
5

5

.....,'

. ..

1 2 3.

/ 2 3
1 2 3.123
1.23

4

4
4
4

4.

5

5

5
5

. 5

5
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1

1

1
1
1

1

2
2
2

2

3

3

3
3
3

3

4

4

4
4
4

4

5

6

.4
5

"S

5

,-,

1

. 1

1

2

2

2

3 4
3° 4
3 4

5

5

,.5.
.

4

1. 2 3

1 . ',2 3

1 2 3

_

4
4

.4

5

5

.s..5

.

.

t
1

1

1

2-

2

2

3

3

3.

4

4
4

5

5

5

1

1

1t 1

2

2.
2

3 o ff i
3 4
3 4
3 , 4

5

5

5
5

:

,

1 . 2 3

1 . 2 3

1 2 3
1. 2 3

{

4
4
4
4

5

5

5
5

. ,
1

'1
1
1

2

2

2 .

2

3

.3

3

3

4

4

4
4

5

5

6
'5,

1.[ 1

-a

2
2
2

3 4
3 4
3 4.

5

. .

.

1 2 3
1 2 3

1 2 3 .

4
4
4

5

5

5
4. A .

.

1

1

.

1

2

2

2 a

3

3

'3

4

4
4
...

5

i
5

...

/
-IL 1

1

2

2

.

3 4
3 4

5

5 -,.

.'
1 2 S'

1, 2 3-
4
4

5

5 .

.:

,
N.

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5 .

1

Li.

4
4

Ir 1

1

y , 1t

2

2

2

,2

2

2

.

3 '4
3 4
3 4

3 4
3 '4
3 4

.

6
5

5
.

5
5

5

.

.

1 2. 3

1 2 3 .,

1 2 3
.'°

1 2 3
1 2 3

1 2 3

4,
4
4

.4
4
4

,

5

5

5

5
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4c/5
1 ; 5

-

,

1

1

1
.

1
1

1

.
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2

2

2
2

2

_

3

3

3

3
3

3

4

4

4

4
4
4

5

5
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5
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5
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45. . Please list below apy consumer or homemaking skills that were not,listed on'page 4 which you think are important.

3

If you feel that You need additional information in home...economics, why do you feel
you peed information? (Circle each number from 46 to 54 which applies to you.)

4.

46. I do not feel the need for additional information.
11,47. Additional interest was generated by my high .school hOme economics-

experience.

48. My high school home economics ext,erience was inadeqUate.

49. I need additional information to ep up with technological advances .(such
as metrics or nkcrowave cooking). 40,

4 4
50. .1 need additional information to adjust to the energy shorttage.

51. 1161 need additional information to adjust to inflatfor

52. I need additional information in order to cornig rolesf homemaking and
wage-earning (rnulMle roles).

53. I need additional infovnation in order to cope with my daily responsibilities.

54. .Other (please specify)1

t



t,

1

y,

-$

,.

..
3

If you optained additional information in home economics, since leaving high school,
was it by: (Circle each number from 55 to 66 which applies 'to you.) of,

. t

55. reading magazine articles.

A. reading books.

ng to radio programs.

58. watching television programs.

'Pc

59. enrolfing'in post-secondary adult education programs. 0

60., enrolling in a college course.
z

61. participating in summer'courses.

62. attending short' courses or demonstrations (such as those prepared bymanufacturers of microwave ovens or;the gas company).

N,

I

1% /

,

63. participating in cooperative extension*services.

64. getting consumer and homemaking advice from relatives or friends.
-..........a.,

65. other (please specify)._

, 6 6.

67.

I

a

4

I did not obtain additional information.
,.. 74

k

Please list any skills or topics WHICH WERE NOT TAUGHT in the home
economi& courses that you took`which you think SHOULD BE TAUGHT. ,

*

.1'
1

,

I

I

8 i Continued on reverS'e'side.
-,

1* i

.4.

f
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You ard encouraged to use the space below to list any other comments, concerns, or
,uggestions you have yegarding your home economics education.

(

I

1.

IllZia==1132a

8 b
4

r'
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APPENDIX D

Mean Scores by Skill for Scales A, B, C, 0, and E

KEY: This table lists for'eath skill 20-44.on each Scale A through E, the
mean, or average, score forthe responses by responding individuals.,01or
example, most of the respondents (87.9%; see Table ,1) saki that they felt
that making financial decisirskill 39) wis very important. When
averaoed with what,the remai ing respondents said to this question'the
mean (aver4ge) score was 1.067, or Very close to "1: very important".
This mean score was closer to "1," than any other_and therefore assigned a
rank of 1. The responses to the remaining skills were also averaged and
assigned a number, or rank,.from 1 to 25 based on the order of the mean
score in relation to the others from lowest mean score to highest.

1/4

I

.34

*IV

kr: '

4

-A°
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Table 2

.

0.
,..

.

.C.-

.

,

....
.

.

.

._

A

Hold importaq do you

think it i,s for you

to know how to
perform the skill?

1 = Very impoltant
2 = Somewhat important
3 = Not'important
4 = I don't know.

- '' B

How prepared,do

you think you are

to perform the .

skill?

1 = Very prepared
2 = Somewhat prepared
3, = A little prepared

4 = Not prepared
5 = I don't know.

,

Skill .. Mean Rank,
.

Mean Rank

- ,

2(4", Provide for personal development

21. Establish satisfying relationships,
22. Assume responsibility for coping

with family problems .

23. Assume responsibility for marriage
24. Assume responsibility for parenthood'
25.-' CoMbine careers (homemaker,"

Wage-earner, etc.)

-1.195 11

. 1.214 14

1.109 5

1,120 6

1.085 2

. .

1.358 1.9

.

.
1.713 7

1.700 5-6

1.764 10

1.881 15

2.031 22

1.833 13

.26. Prepare for child birth
27. Care fOr infants

28. Care for children
.

.

1.185 9

1.096 3

1.106 4
-.0.,

.

.2.184 25

1.894 19

1.814 12

29. Choose nutritious food

30. Shop for.food
31. Store food
32. Plan, prepare, and'serve meals

-1.231 15

1.316 16

1,430 24

1,348 17

,

1.757 9

1.631 - 4

1.888 16

1.753 8

33. Select clothing for self and family

34. Purchase'clothing
35. Care for textile products
. .

1.381 21

1.370 20 .

1.487 25

1.471 1

1.4.97 (2ES
- .a.

1.864. 14

-36. Select housing .

37. Create a desirable living environment

38. Maintain and care for housing

1.201 12

1.208 13

1.192 10

2.080 23

1.700 5-6

,

1;558 3

39. Make financial decisions

40. Develop and utilize a money plan
41. pse credit ,

42. Provide for security and protection
throu0 insurance, heAlth plans,' etc.

43. Purchase,goods and services
44. Exercise consumer rights . .

.

1.067' 1

1.139 7, i

1.350 18

1.156- 8

1.379 22

1.374 - 21

n...

1.798 11

1.889 ,17

1:942 20

1.956 21

1.890 , 18

2.148 24
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Table 2

C

How much instruction DID .

you receive in your grades
9-12 home economics courses
to prepare you to perform
this skill?

.

D
How much instructioh SHOULD
the skill receive in grad8
9-12 liome economics courses
to prepare a person to per-
,form the skill?

.

E

How much ADDITIONAL INFOR-

MATJON do you think you
:would need to be adequately
'prepared to perform the skill?

.

1 = A great deal 1 = A great deal 1 = A great deal
2 = Some 2°= Sortie" 2 = Some
3 = Very little 3 = Very little ,,

'3 = Very little
4 = None 4 = None d = None
5 = I don't know. 5 = I don't khow. 5 = I don't know.

P
Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean, Rank

,' , ,
,

20.

21.

1.997 4

2.298 10
'2.325

.r.

1.321 8

1.437 16

2.315 15

- 2.326 16
22. , 12 1.336 9 2.243 11
23. 2.278 8 1.304 6 2.241 10
24. 2.174 6 1.256 . 2 2.112 5
25. 2.336 13 1.432 15 .. 2.279 14 ,

,

. .
.

26. 2.403 15 1.338 10 2.067 2
27. 2.300 11

, 1.296, 4" , 2.126 ,6
28. 2.250 7

.

1.320 7

,

2.206 ^(' 9
,

.

29. 1.610 1 1.298 5

.

2.364 --, 19
30. 1.864 3 1.400 14 , 2514 '23
31. 2.103 . 5 1.472 20 2.356 18
32.

.

1.662 2.
,

... ,1.361 12

.A.

.2.427 21
.

'

.

33- 2.279 9 , 1.629 24 2.626 24
34. 2.372 14 1.642 25 2.665 25
35. . 2.415 16

.

1.619 23 2.404 20

36. 2.732 23 1.492 ' 22

_.

2.064 1

37 .2.431 18 1.461 18 2.345 17
38. 2.476 20 1.443 17 2.436 22

. ,

39. 2.455 19 .-. 1.219 1 2.129 7
40. 2.428 17 1.257 3 2.171 8
41. 2.737 24 1.396 13 2.255 12
42. 2%767 25 1.340 - 11 2.110 4
43. 2.548 21

-22

1.478 21 2.23 13
44.

.

2.661 1.465 . 19 , 2.096 3
.

9
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APPENDIX E

( List of Responses to Open-Ended Questions'45 (List of Skills not taught

which should be Taught) and 67 (List of Important skills not included in
questions 20-44.)

KEY: This table lists the.chtegories cited by respondents to the

open-ended survey questions 45 and 67 with the percentage of respondents
citing the response.

,

,

--}

a.
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r

,

,

..

ei
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st

Category

Percentage of Responses

Question 45:

List of
Important
Skills Nat
Included in
Questions
20-44

Question 67:

Li.st of

Skills Not
Taught Which
Should Be
Taught

4

Total

Family Planning (birth control, sex

education, teenage sex, venereal
disease)

.2 5 7

Marriage, Family Living .6 5 6

Communication, interpersonal .4 2 2

relationships

Divorce
\,s

.1 .9 1

Stress and Crisis Management .1 1 1

SAngle Living (independence, adult-
hood)

. .1 .7 .9

Abortion 0 .3 .3

Teenage pregnancy 0 .1 .1

Boredom (how to deall4with) 0 .1 .1

Psychology, .1 0 .1

Parenting, child developmdnt,
child care

6

Child birth education, pregnancy 0 4 4

Single parenting .1 .3 .4

Child psychology .1 .3 .4

Caring for handicapped children .1 .3 .4
0

(/gild Abuse 0 .1 ,..1

*Inmany cases for individual questions, the percentage of individuals
responding to each cateaory does nottot41 100% due to non-responses by some
individuals to the'question.

93
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, ,
.

. -

Percentage of Responses
k

0

Category Question 45 Question 67 Total

.

Cooking (bakilpg, planning meals',

microwave Coking, barbequing)

Food storage '

Cake decoratim

,

.3

0

0

,..m

3

.4

.1

3

.4

.1

.4

Sewing (clothing/repairs, tailoring,
stitc4ry, pattern design, men's
clothing)

1

Selecting clothing

.7

0

.

2

.3

3

.

.3

Cleaning
,.

Home repairs, maintanence,

xestoration

Selecting housing *

Home decorating i

411.4.

Furniture refinishing

, P

,

'.1

.3

0

0

0

'

,.

2

1

1

.6

/----"-.r

,

,

2

1

.6

.1

.

Financial planning (management, using
credit)

,

Consumer education/rights

Home financipg, insurance plans, taxes

.Purchasing goods and services

Employee rights .

Spurces of public aid

,

s

.3

0

.3

0

.1

.1

.

8

2

.7

.3

.1

0

.

8

2

1

.3

.2

.1

Personal Hygiene (health care,

nutrition, first aid)

'Career Eduqation
.

1

.9

2

.9

:

3

2

.
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Category

Percentage of Rdsponses

Question 45 Question 67 Total

Informattion re: contemporary
problems (inflation, energy)

.3 2 2

Alcohol, Drug, & Suicide Problems .1 2 2

Etiquette (charm, entertaining) ..4 .9 .1

Gardening, fldwer arranging .4 .6 1

time Management .3 . 1 1

How to manage'a household 0 .9 .9

Fitness, dieting ' 0 .7 .7

Crafts .3 .1 .4

Car maintenance .1 .3 .4

Home safety .1 .3 .4

Religion .3 .1 .4

Deciston-making .1 .1 .2

Metrics .1 .1 .2

Organizational Skills .1 0. .1

Community affairs .1. 0 .1

Self defense 0 .1 .1

Planning a wedding 0 .1 .1"

Male participation in home economics 0 .1 .1.

Relocating 0 .1 .1

Using coupons 0 .1 .1

-4

9;i 0
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APPENDIX F

Mean Scores and RIO Ordering of

Curriculum Areas for Sales,A, B, C, D'and E

KEY: This table presents:

. The name of the curricuipm Area with survey number for the skifls
matched to the area, ana

2. Themean (average) score and rank order of the mean scOre for each
Scale A'through E. Mean scores are ranked from 1 to 6 for each scale
in order from lowest to hiAghest (closest to "1.0").

414
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Table 8

Curriculum Area

.

Scale A:

Level of
Impontance

Mean Rank

Scale B:-

Perceived

Level of
Prepared-
ness

Mean Rank

Scale C: ,.

Amount of

Instruction
Received

.

Mean Rank

Scale D:
Pplount of

Instruction
Desired

Mean Rank

Scale E:
Amount of

Additional ,

Information
Requir'ed

Mean Rank

Family Liv-ing/ 1.193 2 1.824 4 . 2.230 2 1.353 2 2.249 3
Parenthood Education .

(20-25)

Child Development 1.140 1 1.971 6 2.318 3 1.321 1 2.131 1

(26-28)
.

.

.

.
.

Food & Nutri'tion 1.339 5 1.763 2 1.808 1 1.390 4 2.417 5
(29-32).. , y

4

,
.

Clothing & Textiles
,

(33-35)
f.421 6

.

1.611 1 2.354 4 1.638 6 2.566 6

.

.

.

Housing, Furnishings 1.210 , 3 1.783' 3 2.541 5 1.471 5 2.281' 4
& Management
(36-38)

,

Personal Finance/ 1.253 4 1.946 5 2.597 6 1.371 3 2.174 2
Consumer Education
(39-44)

4. 4


